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INTRODUCTION
DESIGN OF AN AUTOMATED STELLAR
PROPER MOTION MEASURING SYSTEM
By James S. Newcomb
George E. Zenk
Anton E. LaBonte
SUMMARY
This report presents the design for a scanning system for measuring the
stellar proper motions recorded on pairs of star plates of the same regions
of the sky taken a decade apart for the National Geographic-Mount Palomar
Observatory Sky Survey. The laser beam-rotating prism scanner is described
and its resolving power in detecting the faintest stars now detectable by
"blink machine" methods is evaluated. The functions and properties of the
electronic signal processing and automatic gain control systems are presented.
A computational program by which stellar proper motions may be identified and
documented is set forth.
I. INTRODUCTION
Stellar proper motion is the movement of certain stars with reference to
"fixed" stars. Proper motion is a characteristic of stars relatively close
to the earth. Stars which have proper motions and are faint--of about tenth
to twentieth magnitudes--are of especial interest because information about
their distance, color, and brightness can supply clues to the understanding
of the important process of stellar evolution.
Proper motions are measured by direct comparison of the positions of
images of stars or pairs of star plates taken ten or more years aprart. The
usual measurement is a two step process. First, a highly skilled observer
locates a proper motion by rapid alternation of his field of view between the
two star plates whose fixed star fields match. This is called "blinking" the
pair of star plates. The next operation is the measurement of the proper
INTROBUCTI0_
motion using an accurately calibrated measuring microscope. The proper motions
are measured with respect to nearby fixed stars of comparable magnitude.
Automation of the proper motion survey depends on the development of two
systems: (i) a scanner capable of measuring rapidly and accurately all of the
images of the pairs of star plates, and (2) a data processing system capable
of reconstructing star images from the scanner data, recognizing and document-
ing the proper motions. The present '"olink machine" plus measuring machine
operation takes over 100 working hours to document one plate pair; the scanning
and data reduction systems described in this report reduce the time required
by a factor of about forty.
This report summarizes the design and analysis efforts on the Automated
Proper Motion Survey subcontract from the University of Minnesota under NASA
contract NSR 24-005-062 for the year July 1, 1965 to July I, 1966.
The aims for the year's efforts have been as folloes:
(1) to develop the basic design concepts for the complete automatic
system from scanning machine to computer computation,
(2) to design and fabricate the star plate scanning machine,
(3) to fabricate an engineering test model of the scanning machine on
which the design parameters can be tested, and
(4) to design and fabricate the detection electronics for the scanning
machine.
The design concepts set up for the complete system are shown in Figure I.
In the operation labeled Step I, the x and y coordinates of each star on each
plate, measured to +_ 1 micron, are recorded on two magnetic tape units, one
to each plate. The stars are located by a scanning spot microdensitometer
whose primary light is that from an He-Ne laser at 6328 angstroms. Each time
the scanning spot encounters a star image, signal gates transmit the x and y
positions to the tape unit through a buffer. The buffer is necessary to
absorb '"oursts" of measurements coming faster than the tape can handle them.
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The control console provides visual scanning displays, alignments and scanning
controls for human supervision of the scanning operation.
The detection and documentation of the proper motion stars is accomplished
in Step 2 of F_sure i. The data processing consists of the following
operat ions.
(I) The star transits, giving the plate coordinates of each star image,
are grouped so that all transits associated with a given star are
linked in computer memory locations.
(2) Each linked group is analyzed to obtain the location (in plate
coordinates) of the center of the star.
(3) Coordinate transformation of star locations on one plate is
performed by the computer to bring the stars on one region of one
plate into precise alignment with stars on the other plate.
(4) Star images not alignable by these transformations wlll be considered
proper motion stars and their location and motion will be documented
in both plate coordinates and celestial coordinates.
(5) It should be noted that throughout the detection, recording, and
computation sections of thls system screening techniques--analog,
digital, and visual--will be used to reject transits caused by
dirt, scratches, or plate flaws.
(6) The proper motions documented by the computer can be recorded on
computer printout, punch cards, or magnetic tape.
4
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II. OPTICAL SCANNING SYSTEM
A. Purpose of System
The functions of the optical scanning system are (i) to provide scanning
spots moving in synchronization across the two star plates and one reference
reticle, and (2) to provide efficient light collection systems to transmit
the light passing through the three surfaces to the three photomultipliers.
The scanning motion is provided by the passage of light through a con-
tinuously rotating octagonal prism. A transparent prism was chosen for this
purpose rather than a mirror prism because the change in path length for the
beam passing through the prism as it rotated was less than that of a mirror
prism system having the same scan length, thus reducing the change in scanning
spot size as the prism rotates.
The scanning beam must be divided into three beams having the same motion
on the three surfaces they scan. This is accomplished by two beam splitting
cubes and three right angle prisms. A compensating block of glass is necessary
in one of the beam paths to equalize the total glass path for the three beams.
OPTICALSEANNING SYSTEM
B. Engineering Test Model of Optical Scanning Syste m
_he final optical scanning system design is the result of extensive
testing of many different system elements on an engineering test model built
for that purpose. The model was built to provide an 8 millimeter scan length;
this length was dictated by the availability of a one inch octagonal prism.
The prism cluster splitting the scanning beam in two was assembled from
commercially available prisms and beam splitting cubes. The star plates were
mounted parallel to each other in holders adapted from the Riddell blink
machine. The holders were mounted on a carriage fitted to a Gaertner optical
bench. The carriage was moved along the optical bench by a ten thread per
inch lead screw driven by a variable speed drive. The entire assembly was
mounted on a heavy cast iron table to increase the rigidity of the system.
The prism was rotated on a long shaft with an angle encoder coupled to the
other end. A belt and pulley coupled the shaft to a synchronous motor drive.
The shaft was driven at 3600 and 1800 revolutions per minute for the tests.
In operation, the plates moved horizontally past the vertically scanning spot,
scanning a "stripe _' 8 millimeters wide and as long as the restriction of the
equipment on the central post containing the rotating prism, the prism cluster,
the converging lens and focussing controls would permit. The laser was mounted
on the table and aimed at the rotating prism through a hole bored to the plate
holder support. A schematic of the optical system for one of the test setups
is shown in Figure 2. The purpose of the angle encoder is to provide one
reference pulse per revolution of the prism. This pulse is used to trigger
the sweep of the oscilloscope and present a display based on a constant
relationship between the individual prism faces and their location on the
screen.
A general view of an early test setup is shown in Figure 3. In this test,
the laser beam used was nominally 2 millimeters in diameter, and is shown in
the center of Figure 3 between the laser and the moving support for the star
plates. The storage tube oscilloscope and the video control system were used
to provide a visual display of the scanned area.
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A more detailed photograph of the scanning and detecting system for the
test setup is shown in Figure 4. The laser beam enters from the left and is
given a scanning motion by the rotating prism. The scan separator prism
cluster splits the beam into two beams scanning the star plates vertically.
The light balancing filters, neutral density continuously variable filters,
were used to compensate manually for the difference in fog level between the
two plates. The star plates are not shown in place in this photograph; they
are mounted in the two spaces between the prism cluster and the light balancing
filters. The rotating prism shown here is the one inch commercially available
prism producing an 8 millimeter scan.
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C. Scanning Spot Size
Of all the system parameters affecting the resolution of the scanning
system, the physical size of the scanning spot was shown both analytically and
experimentally to be the most critical. In addition, the available spot size
depends on basic design factors such as the scan length and beam size. Hence,
the optical design considerations were evaluated in the final analysis by
their influence on the minimum spot size, since the smaller the spot size,
the better the resolution will be.
A. E. LaBonte has calculated the theoretical variation of detected trans-
mittance as a spot of varying size scans an opaque round image. The details
of the calculation are shown in Appendix A. The resulting curves are shown
in Figure 5. The curves are presented in essentially the same manner as they
would be observed on the oscilloscope screen as the spot scans through the
center of the image. The curves shown neglect the effect of diffraction and
the gradual increase of density of star images toward the center. In curves
for ds/d i > I, note that light "leaking" around the edges of the image when
the spot is larger than the image reduces the maximum height of the curve.
When the opaque circular star image is replaced by a star image whose
transmittance profile matches measured values, curves calculated by LaBonte
(shown in Appendix A) result--as are shown in Figure 6. These curves are for
a fixed image size (90 microns) and a variable spot size. Note the smoothing
effect on the curves resulting from the more realistic image structure.
Both Figures 5 and 6 show that the spot size should be kept to a minimum
for the effective resolution to be usable. The images for which the system
is designed range from about 18 microns to about 300 microns in size and I0 to
20 in red magnitudes. Therefore, a spot size between i0 and 20 microns would
detect the star images reliably without degradation of the image. Since the
beam size of the laser being used is nominally 2000 microns, a converging lens
is necessary to reduce the size of the beam, as shown in Figure 2. The lens
11
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Figure 6: Apparent Transmittance Profiles of a "Star" Image. The star
(radius p) is "seen" by a circular spot (diameter d ) which
scans through the image center. The results have b_enmatched
approximately to those obtained experimentally for the image
of an 18 th magnitude star on a new original plate taken by
Luyten. See Appendix A.
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must be located on the laser side of the rotating prism for the image formed
at the focal point of the lens to have a scanning action. Thus, the minimum
focal length of the converging lens selected must be equal to the optical path
from the laser side of the rotating prism to star plate, including the neces-
sary clearances between the rotating and stationary optical elements.
The size of the rotating prism is determined by the length of the scan
to be produced by its rotation. The length of scan is in turn determined by
the speed of plate processing and the maximum rate of horizontal travel of the
plate. In the design of the lead screw advance machine, the manufacturer
specifies that the maximum rate of carriage advance is six millimeters per
second in the measuring direction; further, the measurements can take place
in only one direction. The carriage can be returned in the other direction
at the maximum rate of six millimeters per second.
The scans are designed to occur at five micron intervals along the
x (horizontal) axis. Hence, the maximum scan rate will be
6000 microns per second
5 microns per scan
or 1200 scans per second. Since, for an octagonal prism, eight scans occur
per revolution, this requires that the prism rotate at 9000 revolutions per
minute at its maxlmmn scanning rate. At six millimeters per second, one pass
of the scanner in the x direction would take one minute to cover the 360 milli-
meters of plate length. For the n horizontal passes (stripes) needed to cover
the whole plate, the return passes would make the total number of traverses
equal to 2n - I. For a total scanning time of 35 minutes, 18 stripes will be
needed. For a total width of plate of 360 millimeters, a single scan length
in the y direction of 20 millimeters will be sufficient to cover the whole
plate in 18 stripes. The thickness of the prism needed to produce a 20 milli-
meter scan in the y direction can be calculated with the aid of Figure 7.
14
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REFRACTIVE INDEX N
i = angle incident ray makes with normal
r : angle refracted ray makes with normal
t = thickness of glass
d = displacement of beam
d : t sin r__ - r,_ sin_._i : N
cos r sin r
Figure 7: Displacement of a Beam of Light in a Glass Slab
When the parallel sided glass plate is an octagonal prism, i becomes the angle
of rotation of the prism from the normal to the prism face. The maximum dis-
placement will occur for the maximum incident ray angle, or 22o30 '. The
maximum total displacement of the beam is given by
total d = 2t sin (22°30 ' - r)
max cos r
For the BSC-2 glass of which the prism is made,
N _ 1.5094, r = 14°49.3 ', d : 20.74 millimeters.
max
_e prism thickness of 75 millimeters was chosen to provide for an
overlap between scans plus a small "dead time" in the scanning system for the
insertion of the x coordinate into the data. Allowing a nominal clearance of
ten millimeters between the rotating and stationary optical parts, the optical
15
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path between the converging lens and the star plates is 156 millimeters. This
is the minimum focal length the converging lens must have in order to form the
from parallelism occurs.
frac ion spreadil I. of a
erro: s of mirror i lacem
spec fication of ]eam d
is 10 -3 radlans. The d
aperture is given by 8_
aperture in m i iiLete
four per ent f t1_e t
I meters. The _ =+mtr
a perfec ly c r e ted
product, Smi n m f 8d.
scanning spot in the plane of the star plate.
In the practical construction of the laser, divergence of the laser beam
This divergence, 8d, is the result of normal dif-
tion ng beam of light from an aperture plus the contributing
rs placement and construction tolerances. The manufacturer's
ification b ivergence for the two millimeter diameter laser beam
iffraction contribution for a two millimeter circular
1.22A
(radians) = a , where a is the diameter of the
in millimeters, and A is the wavelength used, 6.328 x 10-5 milli-
The 8d' contributed by diffraction is 3.86 x 10-5 radians, or about
four percent of the total divergence. The minimum spot size attainable by
tly or ected converging lens of f millimeter focal length is the
For a focal length of 156 millimeters, this gives a minimum spot size of
156 microns. Though this spot size is an appreciable reduction from the
beam diameter, the design objective of 20 microns could not be realized with-
out further manipulation of the design parameters. Since f and k are both
fixed by system requirements, the spot size was reducible only by increasing
the diameter of the original laser beam, the quantity a in 8_ (radians) = 1.22_____k.a
This was accomplished by the use of a 10X beam expander supplied as an
accessory to the laser by the laser manufacturer. The beam expansion was
produced by passing the laser beam through a two lens system consisting of a
short focal length entrance lens, a very small aperture, and an exit lens,
aspheric and diffraction limited, having a focal length ten times that of the
entrance lens, producing a beam expansion of ten, or a nominal beam diameter
of 20 millimeters. Applying this new value of beam diameter to the spot size
equation, smin becomes 15.6 microns, an acceptable spot size.
16
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However, it should be noted that the minimum spot size can be attained
only with a lens so perfectly corrected as to be diffraction limited in its
operation. Tests on the engineering test model with commercially available
lenses have confirmed the detection capability and the limitations of this
large spot size.
In order t o
and the variation of spot size during a single scan, a special
system was devised. & sc emat .c view o the i ght : ,ll.ection
star plate is shown in Figure 8. In :h s draw ng, D r_ present
of the projection of the spot size on tl e cony rgin_ L _ns numb
sents the effective diameter of the s ,a: ning sot on t:Le star
I the actual physical diameter of the a _e ture paced n frcnt c
sensitive surface of the photomultiplier. The effe¢ , _f the 1
syst m :s to limit the effective spot size to free ,im ¢f th
size A.
S' STAR PLATE
I \ 4" i au,1:t,rrmt
SCANNING SYSTEM | /comm!me I,."
^ l I" "" 1.1
i" " / ill -/
CONVERGINO LENS I
n der o reduce the sensitivity of the detection system to spot size
light collection
A che atic ew f he ligh col tion system for one
In this drawing, D represents the diameter
he ojection he pot ize he nvergi g lens er I; S' repre-
ents he fective ameter he c nni pot h tar plate; and /% is
the actual physical diameter of the aperture placed in front of the photo-
ct of light collection
em is a action o e aperture
PHOTOMULTI PLIER
I
I
I
I
% /
v
LlettT COLLECTION 1/ITEM
Effective spot size: S' -d A
q
I I I
Position of aperture: --
q f2 fl4"d
Scanned aperture on converging lens #I:
Figure 8: Light Collection System
D=--A
q
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In this system the aperture A in Figure 8 is placed a distance q from the
converging lens number 2, such that a real image of the converging lens
number I is formed on the aperture. This image remains stationary while the
rotating prism turns; the aperture, when reduced to a size smaller than the
size of the image of the lens, effectively screens the scanning spot and
transmits to the photomultiplier only the part of the spot passing through the
aperture. Thus, the effective spot size is determined by the aperture diameter
and the ratio of d to q, as shown in Figure 8. The actual spot size is deter-
mined by converging lens number i as explained above. While this light col-
lection system relieves the converging lens number I of the necessity of
producing a very small spot, excessive spot size reduces the intensity of
light of the scanned area, as well as decreasing the image contrast for small
star images.
The relationships of the three scanning beams, the star plates, and the
reference reticle are shown in an optical schematic of the final design system,
Figure 9. In this design each light path in the light collection systems
passes to the aperture down a hollow tube which also supports the scanning
mechanism. The laser, the three photomultipliers, and their apertures are
all located in the support structure into which the light collecting tubes
are mounted. All of the mirrors shown in this schematic are first surface
mirrors flat to 1/4 wavelength. The reticle with spot position measuring
grid has precise graduations at right angles to the scan direction. The
spacing of the lines is such that the position of the spot can be located to
an accuracy of one micron.
Figure I0 is an exploded view of the scan separator prism cluster
showing the assembly which separates the converging laser beam into three
beams. The beam projected upward in the drawing has fifty percent of the
intensity of the original laser beam; the other two beams have 25 percent.
The added intensity on the upper beam is needed to adequately penetrate the
normal fog level on the original plates. This fog level is much higher on
18
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the original plates than it is on either the duplicate plates or the reticle.
In the actual design of the section of the system shown in Figure 8,
fl = 156 millimeters, f2 = 130 millimeters, d = 16 millimeters. For these
values, the value of q becomes 525 millimeters. At this distance, the
reduction of the aperture size A to the effective spot size S' becomes
S' = 16 millimeters x A = .0305 A.
525 millimeters
The scanned aperture of converging lens number i becomes
172 millimeters
525 millimeters x A = .328 A.
For an aperture of 0.5 millimeter, an effective aperture of 15 microns would
result, with a scanned aperture of .164 millimeter. In the final design of
the system, photographic type diaphragms having continuously variable aperture
sizes will be used. The variable diaphragm controls used on the engineering
test model have proved invaluable in balancing the resolution of the spot with
the fog level of the plate.
21
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D. Desisn of Converging Lens Number 1
The function of this lens is to form the smallest possible spot of lightfrom t expanded laser beam on the sta plate. Two factors tend to increase
the spot size when off the shelf lenses are used, making advisable a lens
designed especially for this application. These factors are (1) the presence
in the image space of 69 millimeters of glass, and (2) the change in actual
glass path as the beam is deflected for the scanning operation.
Several off the shelf lenses were tested for spot size formation,
particularly those used for prism binocular objectives, since their design
would include compensation for the glass path of the Porro prism assembly,
The spot size was tested by visual and photographic examination. The photo-
graphic method was set up as shown in Figure ii.
.OI8"
.OOI ' ENLARGED VIEW OF RETICLE
_ ,_ REAL, ENLARGED IMAGE
I _--_. OF RETICLE FORMED ONv -_ RETICLE FILM PLANE
, _ \
,,,,X, ,.,.,,,.,
| I _ / / C._ERA .../
- _ / / LENSAND /
"--- "-" SHUTTERI
Figure 11: Photographic Measurement of Spot Size Using a Reticle
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The photographic exposure was made by a standard shutter on the laser
beam while the scanning prism was rotating. The resulting" streaks contain
several scans. These scans are not quite superimposed because the experimental
prism did not mount in a plane exactly normal to the axis of rotation of the
drive shaft. Figure 12 shows two exposures with two lenses of differing focal
lengths and apertures. In each case the "spot" size refers to the width of
the streak on the plate for a single scan. The dark "comb" crossing the beam
is the pattern of the reticle shown in Figure 9. Each measurement shows, as
did other similar measurements, that the measured spot size was always greater
than the diffraction limit.
A computer ray tracing program was used to evaluate the optical parameters
of a lens capable of forming a spot with (I) minimum size throughout the scan
and (2) minimum change of size from the center of the scan to either edge.
Additional requirements imposed were those of simplicity--the simplest lens
with the smallest possible number of elements to reduce both internal reflec-
tions and cost.
Designs _#ere evaluated for several scan lengths and beam sizes. A simple
converging meniscus lens with its convex face toward the laser was found to
produce minimum spot size for a laser beam two millimeters wide with a ten
millimeter scan. Doubling the scan length increased the path length of the
laser beam through the system by a factor of 1.5 from 104 millimeters to 156
millimeters. This,_plus the expansion of the diameter of the laser beam by a
factor of ten made a meniscus lens inadequate for spot formation.
The final design used a cemented doublet to give a flat focal field over
the whole scan. Rays entering the lens parallel to the principal axis at
distances of up to 17 millimeters from the center of the lens were traced
through the rotating prism and the scan separator prism cluster. The inter-
sections of these rays with the axial ray was used to determine the spot size
in the plane of the star plate. A graph of the radii of spots formed by rays
23
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A.
BI
Figure 12 :
Streak for spot size measurement.
length 124_. Beam diameter 17mm.
23 microns.
Lens focal
Spot size
Streak for spot size measurement. Lens focal
length 147mm. 10X expanded laser beam. Spot
size 20.5 microns.
Measurement of Spot Size. Dark bars across the scan
are the reticle described in Figure 9. Photographs
show several scans not quite superimposed, due to the
wobble in the experimental prism mounting.
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entering the lens at various distances from the center of the lens is shown
in Figure 13. These spot radii were calculated solely from geometrical
considerations, and do not include diffraction disk calculations. The height
of the entrance ray giving a 15 micron spot is shown on the graph to be
about 4.6 millimeter radius, or 9.2 millimeter diameter. This is the
theoretical maximum scanned aperture on converging lens number I, shown as
dimension D in Figure 8, which would result in a spot size not exceeding
15 microns for 22 degrees of prism rotation either side of the nornal to the
prism face.
In the final design, however, the maximum scanned aperture, D, is shown
to be .328 A. For a 15 micron effective spot size, the aperture A would be
1/2 millimeter. The scanned aperture D would be only .164 millimeter in
diameter, including diffraction effects; hence, the variation of spot size
with prism rotation at that aperture would be very small. Thus, although the
variation of spot size with prism rotation is large for light entering the
outer portions of lens number i, the effective spot size deals only with the
central portions of the image and changes little with prism rotation. A
further enhancement of this property occurs because the intensity of the
laser beam is not uniform across the beam, but a Gaussian distribution, with
the greatest intensity at the center. This has the effect of increasing the
number of rays entering the system near the axis of the lens and decreasing
the number of rays entering near the margin of the lens.
25
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Ill. _ SIGNAL ELECTRONICS
A. Introduction
The function of the Signal Electronics portion of the system is to
convert the information in the three intensity modulated laser beams into
pulse-position modulated electrical signals. This portion of the system
supplies various gates, control signals, and video signals to the computer
interface and control and display consoles. A simplified functional block
diagram of the basic image data flow is shown in Figure 14.
The laser beam is passed through a rotating prism that causes it to
scan, then split into three parts. Each of these sub-beams is focused at the
surface of a photographic plate. Two of the plates contain images of approxi-
mately coincident star fields. The third plate is a Ronchi ruling. The
modulated laser beams are detected by light seRsors. The electrical outputs
of the light sensors for the two star plate channels are monitored by image
detectors that determine the presence or absence of a star image in the laser
beam. The outputs of these detectors are two gates: Star Plate i Image Gate,
and Star Plate 2 Image Gate. The output of the Ronchi ruling* light sensor
is used for two purposes. The first is to provide a pulse as the beam passes
over each ruling. The position of the beam at any instant may be determined
by counting these pulses. The pulse count is then compared with the occurrence
of a star image gate to locate the image position on the star plate. The
second use of the ruling sensor output is to measure the laser beam intensity.
This is accomplished by detecting the signal when the beam is in the clear
interval between rulings. The signal representing beam intensity is fed to
the two star plate image detectors. This enables them to determine the
presence or absence of an image on the basis of an absolute modulation index,
or transmittance. In s,-,-mry, the three basic outputs of the Signal Electronics
are (i) Star Plate I Image Gate, (2) Star Plate 2 Image Gate, and (3) Spot
Position Pulses.
Note: This is the device referred to in the previous sections as the
reticle.
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SIGNAL ELECTRONICS
B. Functional Block Diagram
A more detailed block diagram of the Signal Electronics is shown in
Figure 15. Application of automatic gain control to the photomultiplier
tubes is indicated here, along with the use of a common video level reference
voltage for all three channels. The function of the various blocks will be
discussed with reference to the idealized video and level detector waveforms
shown in Figure 16.
i. Photomult iplier
The photonmltiplier tube used in this system is the IP21. It is supplied
by two dynode bleeder chains; one of which is connected to an intermediate
dynode 6 and the other to the remaining electrodes. This permits gain control
of the tube by varying the voltage on dynode 6. The tubes are operated at
relatively high photocathode currents, yielding signal-to-noise ratios in ex-
cess of I00.
2. Video Amplifier
The video amplifiers are basically wide-band d.c. amplifiers. Their
purpose is to provide a low-impedance, high output current capability repro-
duction of the video voltage at the photomultiplier load resistor.
3. Automatic Gain Control and Video Level Reference
Automatic gain control of the photomultiplier tube output or video level
is required for two primary reasons. They are:
(a) to enable the system to operate within the dynamic range of the
photomultiplier and amplifier, and
(b) to establish a set voltage that represents the '_o image" signal or
maximum light transmission.
The considerations that determined the Automatic Gain Control philosophy are
as follows.
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VIDEO LEVEL DETECTOR
MAXIMUM TRANSMISSION
I _
(a) REFERENCE CHANNEL
.U ILLUMINATION LEVEL
(c)
I STAR PLATE I
(d)
(b
(e) (f)
STAR PLATE 2
Figure 16: Idealized Waveforms Occurring at Lettered Reference
Points in Figure 15
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The intensity of the laser sub-beams will vary during the scan, roughly
as sheen by the dotted maxima lines in Figures 16a, c, and e. The beam
splitter design is such that the relative variation between channels should
be nearly identical; i.e., the ratio of light intensity between any two
channels should be a given constant at any point in the scan. It would be
very desirable to AGC the photomultiplier tubes so that the nominal output for
'_naximum transmission" through the plate is a known, constant voltage through-
out the scan. This could be done for the reference channel, where the signal
is a series of sharp, closely spaced dark areas interspersed with relatively
wide areas of open emulsion (Figure 16a). The character of the video modula-
tion on the star plates, however, is completely random and a large image could
depress its level for an appreciable portion of any given scan. This obviates
direct measurement of the maximum transmission level on a continuous basis
during the scan. Any corrections applied to the instantaneous value of video
must be done essentially open-loop, either by means of a predetermined function
or by using the measured instantaneous peaks in the reference channel. The
latter approach has been chosen and will be discussed under Instantaneous
Illumination Level. The Automatic Gain Control action is now determined by
measuring the peak of the dotted maximum transmission curves (whenever it is
present during a scan), and setting the photomultiplier gains so that this
voltage is equal for all three channels. This facilitates implementation of
the image detectors, and will be discussed later. All three Automatic Gain
Control channels are supplied with a Video Level Reference voltage obtained
from a zener reference diode-amplifier source in the reference channel.
4. Instantaneous Illumination Level
The Instantaneous Illumination Level voltage is obtained by measuring and
smoothing the voltage level between rulings on the reference channel. This
voltage follows quite accurately the dotted maximum transmission curve and also
represents the maximum transmission curves for the two star plate channels,
within the accuracies of the Automatic Gain Control level and beam splitter.
The Instantaneous Illumination Level voltage provides the threshold for the
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Image Detectors to be discussed next.
5. Image Detectors
The Image Detectors are level detectors (Schmitt triggers) that compare
the video and instantaneous illumination level voltages. When the video falls
below a pre-set percentage of the illumination level, the trigger changes
state. This generates the Star Image Gate (Figure 16d, f).
6. Average Video and Spot Detector
The Average Video Circuits measure the minimum and maximum values of the
modulation on the reference channel, and average them. This voltage is used
as the threshold for the Spot Detector.
The Spot Detector contains a Schmitt trigger that compares the reference
video and average video voltages, and generates spot position gates,
(Figure 165). These gates are shaped and clipped, resulting in a series of
narrow pulses that denote passage of the spot over the beginning of a bar on
the ruling. These are the Spot Position Pulses.
7. Image Coincidence Counter
The image coincidence counter is a coincidence gate, coupled with a
counting circuit. It is intended to be used as an aid to plate alignment.
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C. Circuit Performance
This section will explain the functions and performance of the prototype
Signal Circuits in somewhat greater detail. A series of oscilloscope photo-
graphs showing system waveforms has been made, with inputs from the experi-
mental scanner. These will be cross-referenced to the detailed functional
block diagrams in Figures 17, 18, and 19o Circuit schematic details will be
added where appropriate. In the following discussion, sections 1 through 3
cover the photomultipller, video, and Automatic Gain Control circuits. These
"front end" boxes are identical for all three channels.
I. Photomultiplier Tube and Dynode Bleeder
A IP21 photomultiplier tube is used as the laser beam sensor in all three
channels. This tube contains a photocathode, nine dynodes, and an anode. The
gain of the tube may be adjusted by varying the hlgh voltage supply, or by
modulating various combinations of dynodes. In this system the high voltage
is varied manually on each tube to set its operating point within the automatic
gain control range. The output is then maintained at precisely the desired
level by the automatic gain control circuits, which modulate the voltage on
dynode 6.
A schematic of the photomultiplier-dynode bleeder circuitry is shown in
Figure 20. It is noted that two dynode bleeder chains are used, one of which
supplies dynode 6 and the other supplies the remaining dynodes. The anode
current is returned to ground through a load resistor located in the preampli-
fier. The signal voltage Is developed across this resistor. The curve of
tube gain versus dynode 6 voltage contains maxima and minima (Figure 21).
Therefore, in order to prevent transition or switching type instabilities in
the automatic gain control loop, the voltage range through which dynode 6 is
varied must be restricted to a monotonic portion of this curve. This is
accomplished by means of the two clamping diodes connected between dynode 6
and selected points on the main bleeder. These are normally back-biased.
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SIGNAL ELECTRONICS
A H V
Star Plate Video .Sms/div i volt/div
B H V
Star Plate Video .Sms/div 2 volts/div
Image Detector .Sms/div 2 volts/div
C H V
AGC Level Detector .Sms/div 2 volts/div
Star Plate Video .5ms/div 2 volts/div
Oscilloscope Waveforms Illustrating Figure 17
A H V
Reference Video .5ms/div i volt/div
Oscilloscope Waveforms Illustrating Figure 18
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A H V B H V
Reference Video .5ms/div 2 volts/div Spot Position Detector .Ims/div 2 v/div
Spot Position Detector .5ms/div 2 v/div Spot Position Pulses .Ims/div 5 v/div
C H V
Reference Video .5ms/div 2 volts/div
Scan Detector .5ms/div 2 volts/div
D H V
Negative Scan Gate .5ms/div 5 volts/div
Positive Scan Gate .5ms/div 5 volts/div
E H V
Reference Video .Sms/div I volt/div
Minimum Video .5ms/div I volt/div
F H V
Reference Video .Sms/div i volt/div
Minimum Video .Sms/div I volt/div
G H
Reference and Average Video Reference and Instantaneous Peak Video
H--.5ms/div V--I volt/div H--.5ms/div V--I volt/div
Oscilloscope Waveforms Illustrating Figure 19
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-IO00V
PHOTOCATHODE
I I.,
°_.°°_4____4___4__._ _
FEEDBACK I I I
8
LOAD RESISTOR
Figure 20: Photomultiplier and Dynode Bleeders
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Figure 21: IP21 Photomultiplier Gain Versus Voltage Applied to Dynode 6
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Their function is to clamp dynode 6 at a potential referenced to the main
bleeder if it is attempted to modulate it beyond the limits of the selected
range.
2. Preamplifier and Video Amplifier
The preamplifier and video amplifier are essentially wide-band d.c.
amplifiers. _he preamplifier has a high input impedance to avoid loading
effects on the photomultiplier load resistor. Its output impedance and
current capability permit it to drive the cable connecting the photomultlplier
assembly to the console containing the remainder of the electronics. The video
amplifier provides a very low impedance, high current capability source of
voltage. This is required to obtain maximum speed and accuracy from the image
detectors.
3. Automatic Gain Control Circuits
The forward loop of the Automatic Gain Control circuits consists of the
photomultiplier, preamplifier, and video amplifier. The feedback loop is im-
plemented by the peak video detector, integrator gate, error integrator, auto-
matic bias control, Automatic Gain Control amplifier, and shunt regulator.
The operation of each element of the feedback loop is as follows.
a. Peak Video Detector
This is a level detector, or Schmitt trigger. The inputs are the video
voltage, and the video level reference voltage. Whenever the video voltage
exceeds the reference voltage, the trigger output changes state. This initiates
corrective action in the Automatic Gain Control loop.
b. Integrator Gate
The integrator gate functions as a buffer between the peak video detector
and the integrator gate. When the detector is switched, indicating high video,
it drives a pre-set amount of current into the integrator. When the detector
is not operated, it appears as an open circuit to the integrator input. This
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permits the integrator to act as a holding circuit when there is no video error
input.
c. Error Integrator
The error integrator is an operational amplifier with capacitive feedback.
It has two inputs. One is the error gate from the integrator gate. The other
is a bias, or "run-down _ current. The bias current is adjusted so that the
Automatic Gain Control level will decrease at a given rate. This sets the
maximum rate at which the Automatic Gain Control will follow video that is
decreasing in peak value. The maximum rate at which the Automatic Gain Control
level will increase is set by the current from the integrator gate. This sets
the slewing rate of the Automatic Gain Control integrator.
d. Automatic Bias Control
The automatic bias control circuit has two functions. They are (I) to
extend the dynamic range of the error integrator, and (2) to provide low pass
filtering for the automatic gain control loop.
The automatic gain control action in this system is obtained by regulating
the voltage on dynode 6, as previously explained. This is done by comparing
the current from a feedback resistor from dynode 6 with the current from the
automatic gain control circuits. The automatic gain control range indicated
on Figure 21 is for dynode 6 voltages between -400 and -425 volts. This means
that the automatic gain control input current will consist of a large bias
component (to obtain -400 volts) plus a small signal current. This dynamic
range is difficult to obtain in practice with a simple integrator.
The automatic bias control circuit, connected to the output of the inte-
grator, supplies the bias component of the automatic gain control voltage. It
does this by measuring the error integrator output and comparing it with a
reference voltage. If the integrator output is offset from the reference, the
bias will change gradually until the integrator is operating in the center of
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its range. By this means, the integrator dynamic range may be utilized to
furnish only the small signal portion of the total automatic gain control
current.
The automatic bias control circuit is also an effective low pass filter.
This action smooths the rapid changes in integrator output that occur when the
automatic gain control error detector switches on the video peaks.
e. Automatic Gain Control Amplifier and Shunt Regulator
The automatic gain control amplifier is a high gain operational amplifier
that sums the automatic gain control input and dynode 6 feedback currents. + Its
output drives the shunt regulator. This is a high voltage, small signal PNP
transistor. The collector of the shunt regulator is connected to an inter-
mediate point on the dynode 6 bleeder chain. The shunt regulator drives the
voltage at dynode 6 over the required automatic gain control range.
4. Image Level Detector and Line Driver
The image level detector is a fast Schmitt trigger. It compares the
output of the star plate video amplifier with the instantaneous peak video
voltage. Whenever the video modulation is greater than a pre-set percentage
of the reference channel peak video, the detector signals the presence of an
image on the plate.
Since the output current capability of the image detector is limited, a
buffer or line driver is used between it and the interface equipment. As many
as three line drivers may be connected to one trigger.
The preceding sections have dealt with the star plate channel electronics.
These circuits also comprise the video and automatic gain control portion of
the reference channel. The following sections will discuss the pulse and data
circuits in the reference channel.
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5. Spot Position Detector
The spot position detector is a fast Schmitt trigger identical to the
image detectors in the star plate channels. Its inputs are the reference
channel video and the average video voltage. The average video is internally
generated in the reference channel, and represents the point midway between
the peaks of the video "comb" generated by the Ronchi ruling. The spot
position detector triggers when the video modulation is greater than the
average video voltage. This generates a gate equal to the half-height width
of the teeth in the video comb.
6. Pulse Generator, Clipper and Level, and Line Driver
The pulse generator is fed by the spot position detector output. It is a
transistor with an inductor for a collector load. Very sharp pulses of opposite
polarity are generated across the inductor at turn-on and turn-off of the spot
detector. The clipping and level circuit clips off the negative pulses and
sets the level of the positive pulses down from the collector potential to d.c.
The line driver is a buffer which provides a spot position pulse output with
high current capability.
7. Scan Detector and Scan Gate Generator
The scan detector is a Schmitt trigger. Its purpose is to detect the
beginning and end of the laser beam motion across the Ronchi ruling. Its
inputs are the reference channel video and a fixed bias voltage. The threshold
of the scan detector is set midway between zero output (no light) and the bot-
tom of the reference video comb. This generates a gate that begins when the
video indicates the presence of the beam and ends when the video again falls
to zero at the end of the ruling.
The scan gate generator is fed from the scan detector. It generates
positive and negative (scan and not scan) gates. These gates are used as
control signals.
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8. Average Video Circuits
The average value of the reference video voltage is used as the bias
input to the spot position detector. This voltage is obtained by detecting
the maximum and minimumvalues of the reference video comb, filtering, and
combining them to obtain the arithmetic mean.
The maximum signal is obtained as follows: An analog switch, gated by
the scan gate, passes video during the interval that the beam is scanning the
Ronchi ruling. The gated video is peak detected and filtered by a data-holding
circuit with a relatively short time constant. The time constant is chosen to
permit the peak video to follow variations in the beam intensity during the
scan. The maximum signal value is clamped to a predetermined value between
scans by the synchronized clamp. This minimizes the transient that occurs at
the beginning of the scan. The minimum signal is obtained in an analogous
manner.
The filtered maximum and minimum signals are combined in an amplifier
with a gain of one-half. The resulting output is therefore the average of the
two voltages. This is used as the threshold for the spot position detector.
9. Instantaneous Peak Video
An important function of the reference channel is to provide an output
that accurately represents the instantaneous laser beam intensity. This is
accomplished by the instantaneous peak video amplifier.
The output of the maximum signal detector is an accurate repr_uction
of the reference video peaks, with a shift to d.c. level due to a series of
uncompensated base-emitter voltages in the circuitry. This difference in level
is measured by a level detector that compares the output of the instantaneous
peak video amplifier with the video voltage. If the video peaks exceed the
instantaneous value, the detector triggers and charges a data hold in the auto-
matic level control circuits. The output of the automatic level control is
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fed to the instantaneous peak video amplifier, increasing its effective d.c.
offset. This feedback loop maintains a very tight control on the level of the
measured video peaks.
The instantaneous peak video voltage, which accurately represents the
laser beam intensity, is used as the threshold voltage for the image detectors
in the star plate data channels.
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D. Exverimental Disvlays
Two experimental displays have been constructed, utilizing standard
laboratory oscilloscopes as indicators. A functional block diagram of these
displays is shown in Figure 22. One uses a storage tube to present a magnified
replica of an area on the star plate as seen by the laser beam. This is ac-
complished by providing a raster scan for the picture format, and intensity
modulating the electron beam with the image detector transitions. The spot
position pulses from the Ronchi ruling may be superimposed on the display to
provide a reference scale. Figure 22A shows a typical stored image, with the
scale indicated in the center. The second display uses a linear horizontal
sweep, with the video voltage from a star plate channel on the vertical
channel. The display is intensity modulated by the image level detector. A
photograph of this display is shown in Figure 22B. The following sections
discuss the functions of the blocks in Figure 22 in greater detail.
1. Star Plate Image Display
The star plate image display shc_cs a "picture" of a small area on the
star plate as seen by the image detector. This is essentially a plot of an
isophot, or equal image density contour, for any given detector level setting.
The display requires three signals, two to generate the raster scan, and one
to intensity modulate the storage tube. These signals are:
(a) horizontal sweep--generated in the scope and triggered manually,
(b) vertical sweep--scan gated, and
(c) intensity modulation--amplified image detector output.
The functions of the blocks in this display are as follows:
Video/Sweep and Video/Sweep Delay Multivibrator
These are two adjustable duration one shots. The delay multivibrator
determines the beginning of the vertical sweep. It may be set to occur at
any desired time after the scan detector operates. The video-sweep multi-
vibrator determines the total duration of the sweep, and may be adjusted to
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A
Star Plate Image Display
Oscilloscope Storage Tube
Reference Ruling Spacing, i00 Microns
B
Star Plate Video Display Image Detector
Intensity Modulation Trigger Setting
407. transmission
C H V
Scan Detector .5ms/div 2 volts/div
Neg. Video/Sweep Gate .Sms/div I0 v/div
D H V E H V
Neg. Video/Sweep Gate .Sms/div i0 v/div High Level Video .Sms/div I0 volts/div
Gated Sweep .Sms/div 2 volts/div (no scale pulses)
F H V G H V
High Level Video .5ms/div I0 volts/div Neg. Video/Sweep Gate .Sms/div i0 v/div
(with scale pulses) Scan Zero Gate .Sms/div 10 volts/div
Oscilloscope Waveforms Illustrating Figure 22
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cover any portion of the scan. It is also triggered by the scan detector.
Video/Sweep Gate Generator
The video/sweep gate generator is a pulse coincidence circuit and gate
generator. It generates gates of both polarities. The gates occur in the
interval between the end of the delay one-shot period and the end of the video/
sweep one-shot period. The video/sweep gates are the basic control waveforms
for the sweep and video unblanking circuits.
Gated Sweep
The gated sweep is essentially a clamped integrator that generates a
triangular waveform. The sweep duration is controlled by the video/sweep gate,
and the retrace time depends on the current sink capability of the gating
circuits. The sweep is applied to the vertical amplifier of the storage
oscilloscope.
Scale Multivibrator
The scale multivibrator is an adjustable period one-shot. It is triggered
by the spot position pulses. The output pulse width of the scale multivibrator
is adjusted to provide the desired line width for the scale on the display.
Video Inverter
The video inverter acts as a summer for the image detector signals and the
scale multivibrator output. It is used to drive the high level video amplifier.
High Level Video Amplifier
The high level video amplifier provides the z axis modulation for the
storage oscilloscope. It is a gated amplifier with a gain of ten. The signal
input is the mixed image detector video, scale multivibrator signal from the
video inverter. The control signals are the video/sweep gate and the scan
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zero gate. Both gates must be present to permit the amplifier to operate.
Scan Zero Delay and Scan Zero M-itivlbrators
These two multivibrators are variable-length one-shots. They are used to
provide a gate that will select one of the eight scans generated for each scan
prism rotation. The scan zero delay multivibrator is triggered by the zero
pulse from a shaft angle encoder on the scan prism drive shaft. The scan zero
multivibrator is triggered by the trailing edge of the scan zero delay pulse.
The scan zero gate length is therefore equal to the scan zero multivibrator
output pulse length, and its position with respect to the scan is determined
by the delay multivlbrator setting. The scan zero gate is somewhat longer
than the sweep/video gate, and is set so that it brackets the chosen scan.
2. Scan Video-Image Trigger Dispaly
The primary purpose of this display is to provide a convenient method of
monitoring the image detector threshold setting. It may also be used to
observe the quality of the star plate video signal. The display requizes
three signals:
(a) trigger--used to initiate the horizontal sweep--obtained from
the scan encoder zero trigger,
(b) video--vertical channel signal--obtained from the star plate
video amplifier, and
(c) detector video--z axis modulation--derived from the star plate
image detector.
The trigger and video signals are self-explanatory.
obtained as follows.
The detector video is
High Level Video Amplifier
The purpose of the high level video amplifier is to amplify the star plate
image detector output. This signal is applied to the z axis input of the
display scope. The resulting display is a trace of the video waveformwith
the peaks of the star pulses intensified. The level at which the intensifica-
tion begins and ends is the image detector threshold setting.
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IV. _ MECHANICAL CONFIGURATION 0F STAR PLATE SCANNING MACHINE
The machine on which the scanning of the star plates occurs serves three
basic functions _
(I) to provide lead screws for accurate measurement of distances on
ortho@onal coordinates,
(2) to provide accurate ways for planar motion along accurately ortho-
gonal coordlnates, and
(3) to provide support for the star plates and the optical scanning
system.
An overall view of the measuring machine with the scanning head mounted on
it is shown in Figure 23.
A. The Measuring Machine
The measuring machine is the x and y coordinate measuring portion of the
Moore Measuring Machine Model #3, modified to suit the 14 inch measurement
travel requirements. The standard machine has 18 inches of x travel, but only
ii inches of travel in the y direction. The machine was modified to accommo-
date the longer travel, and a longer lead screw was substituted for the standard
lead screw. Both lead screws are of three millimeters per revolution pitch,
and are driven by three speed synchronous motors. The instantaneous positions
of the two lead screws are reported by identical shaft encoders. These
encoders give 3000 equally spaced pulses per revolution of the lead screws,
plus a reference pulse once per revolution. Connected to suitable counters,
they will indicate the position of the star plate holder carriage to one
micron accuracy. The maximum speed of carriage movement at which the manu-
facturer will guarantee accuracy is six millimeters per second. Measurements
must be made in one direction of carriage travel only. The drive motors
provide continuous motion along the x axis for measurement and carriage
return, and stepwise motion along the y axis after each x axis traverse has
been completed. Each step along the y axis is the nominal length of the
optical scan, or 20 millimeters. Eighteen steps will be needed to scan the
360 millimeter plate. The drive motors have three windings for three speeds.
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Figure 23: Proper Motion Survey Machine
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The three motor speeds, when passed through a gear reducer, result in x axis
star plate motions of 6 millimeters per second, 3 millimeters per second,
and 1.5 millimeters per second.
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B. _e Optical Scanning System Mechanical Configuration
_he structure supporting the optical scanning system is a casting
mounted on the col,--- at the rear of the measuring machine. A center arm
projects between the star plates. _lis center arm supports the converging
lens #i, the rotating scanning system, the scan separator prism cluster, the
reference reticle, and the motor driven focusing mounts for the converging
lens #I and the reticle. Two other arms project from the column; one over
the top of the upper star plate, and one below the lower star plate. These
two arms hold the light collection systems for the upper and lower plates, and
return the light to the housing after it passes through each of the two star
plates. The adjustable apertures and photomultipliers for both star plates
and the reticle are all located within the casting, receiving light from the
hollow tubes of the yoke assembly. The helium-neon gas laser is also housed
within the casting. Focusing the optical system is accomplished by the
following controls: (1) converging lens #i is focused by the slow speed
threaded mount holding the lens and driven by a small reversible motor,
(2) the reticle is physically moved along an axis normal to the measuring
plane, and (3) the three arm yoke is tilted slightly on a flat spring pivot
located parallel to the x axis and on the edge of the casting nearest the star
plates. This action changes the relative position of the scanning head and
the two star plates. This adjustment may be either by handwheel or remotely
by motor. In all three cases, the final judgement of best focus is the appear-
ance of the signal trace on the oscilloscope. All motor controlled motions
will be provided with limit switches.
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C. X and Y Control Systems
The electromechanical motion control systems are shown in Figure 24.
The system for control of the table is the x axis control and is used for
scanning and carriage return. The cross slide control is the stepwlse motion
for y axis. The motor-clutch combination provides the stepping motion; the
second motor provides the slewing for return to the original or "home" position.
The "lock" is an electrically actuated clamp to maintain the y position during
an x traverse.
D. Plate Alignment Controls
Before the measurement of the pair of star plates begins, the fixed stars
on the two plates must be aligned as nearly as possible. This alignment can
involve both rotational and translational relative displacements between the
two plates. The drive systems needed for these adjustments are shown in
Figure 25. In the star plate scanning machine, the translational adjustments
are provided by remote control of the stepper motors on the orthogonal dis-
placement controls on the lower plate. Rotational displacement is provided
by a remote control of a stepper motor rotating the upper star plate holder
in its housing. The controls for these motors, the focusing motors, the scan
and stepwise y axis motors are all located at the control console.
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E. A Measurement Laboratory Arrangement
A tentative arrangen-_nt of the equipment necessary to execute the first
step in the proper motion measurement, that of transferring the star plate
measurements onto two tapes, one for each star plate, is shown in Figure 26.
The scanning machine will be located in a separate room with extensive pro-
visions for maintaining a clean, temperature and humidity stable environment.
During actual operation, human intervention will be needed only in changing
star plates. All other routine operations, such as plate alignment, initiate
and stop the scanning, and focusing, will be done by remote control from the
console, with visual monitoring of results by means of magnified star plate
displays, meters, and other devices. It is expected that forced air cooling
will be required for the tape units and associated electronics in the control
room as well.
F. Accuracy of Measuring Mabhine
The foundation of the accuracy of the scanning systems rests primarily on
the accuracy of the measuring machine.
are as follows:
Table travel (x axis) accuracy:
Greatest error in any one inch:
Greatest error in entire motion:
Cross slide (y axis) accuracy:
Greatest error in entire motion:
The specifications for this accuracy
0.38 micron
2.00 microns
2.00 microns
Geometry of machine:
Orthogonallty of x-y axes: 0.51micron in i0" x 10" travel
Straightness of table travel: 0.64 micron
Straightnels of cross slide travel: 0.64 micron
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V. _ DATA COLLECTION AND REDUCTION
The Automatic Proper Motion Survey as presently conceived will be a two
step operation, that is, data will be collected by a hybrid system involving
high speed core memory and magnetic tape units, and the data will be processed
later on a high speed digital computer; possibly the University of Minnesota
Control Data Corporation 6600 Computer. The primary reason for not operating
on line with a high speed computer was the inefficient use made of the computer
time resulting in high cost per computation. This inefficiency arises from
the time required to remove one set of star plates and to mount and align
another set while still connected to the computer, as well as the time required
to return the carriage from the end of a stripe. The following are descriptions
of the various stages of the operating system. The steps set forth for pro-
gramming for the high speed digital computer are tentative.
A. Data Format
Before considering the system for the proper motion survey, some termi-
nology and the data format will be defined. As now defined, the machine will
scan the pair of plates in several strips, where each strip will now be
defined as a "stripe". The distance from the edge of the plate to the bottom
of a given stripe is defined as Ys" Hence, during any stripe, this measure-
ment shall be a constant. Figure 27, then, goes one step farther by showing
the scanning within the stripe. Only one image is used for clarity. The
stripe will be approximately two centimeters in height with the length of a
plate being 356 millimeters. The laser beam will be moved from bottom to top
by a rotating prism. The distance between each scan Ax shall be a fixed known
quantity, and hence defined within the computer program.
In actuality, the scan beam is tilted due to the continuous motion on the
x-axis lead screw. However, this will be corrected within the program. When
the beam intercepts an image on the star plate, a "transit _' occurs. For this
transit we need to know the x and y coordinates of the beginning of transit
of the image, and the duration of the transit. The beginning is called
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Figure 27: Typical Transit in Stripe
"ingress" and the end called "egress". At ingress, the x measurement from
the beginning of the stripe and the y measurement from the bottom edge of the
stripe are created. At egress, Ay is created, a measure of the duration of
the transit or width of image. Table I gives a summary of all the measure-
ments discussed above and the number of bits necessary to give a one micron
accuracy for each.
After many discussions on data format, the following operational require-
ments were devised: Before the scanning of a stripe is commenced, a request
will be sent to the star plate interface for the present value of Ys' since
this is constant for the entire stripe. The operator will control the begin-
nlng of scanning for each stripe. It has been suF_ested, for ease and
increased speed in programming, that there be some simple way to detect the
transition from one scan to the next. Therefore, at the beginning of each scan
the quantity x shall be written and remain the same for all transits within
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that scan. The bit which denotes the x measure for a transit shall be the
uppermost bit (a one) of the data word for branching on the sign (0 = + and
i = -) within the computer program. Y and x measurements come from the
s
respective lead screw, therefore, each lead screw shall have a 3000 count
per revolution angle encoder plus an 8-bit revolution counter.
TABLE I
I I
SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF DAXA WORDS
Symbol Description Number of Bits
I s of stripe--8-bit revolution counter
3000 count/revolution an_le encoder
Width of transit = I millimeter or less 10
Distance from bottom of stripe to 15
beginning of transit
A: [ Distance between each scan --
i (center to center)Distance from end of stripe to beginning 20
of transit--8-bit revolution counter
i 12-bit angle encoder
The layout of the data format as it will be on magnetic tape is shown in
Figure 28. Thus, for each transit a data word of 30 bits is created. Ys will
be contained in an identification record which precedes the data from the
stripe. Code
15 _its i0 bits
(a) Word Format for Transit
Code
(b) Word Format for x Value
Figure 28: Data Format (30-bit word)
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B. Data Collection System and Data Rates
A diagram of the data collection system for one plate is shown in
Figure 29. The two registers before the core memory act as a buffer to slow
down the data rate for writing into core memory. The core memory presently
being considered has a write time of 1.24_s, but data can come at peak rates
of one transit every 1_s. Hence, these two primary flip-flop holding
registers will give sufficient delay to the data rate for storage to occur
without losing any data (i.e., overflow). As the data for a transit enters
the first holding register, the tag (a 0) is put in the upper bit to denote a
transit. This tag, plus _ and Ay, are then stored in core memory. From here,
data is read out of core, reformatted to 30 bits (as shown previously in
Figure 28) and written on magnetic tape. Using a standard Control Data 607
Magnetic Tape Unit 556 bits per inch, 150 inches per second, 7 channels), the
system can write a 30-bit word every 60_s. Hence, the ultimate factor in deter-
mined data rates is how fast the magnetic tape can accept data. We will now
consider this.
Again, let us assume a Control Data 607 magnetic tape transport which has
a recording density of 556 bits per inch (frames per inches--frame = six bits
and parity and a tape speed of 150 inches per second.' This results in a 30-bit
data word written in 60_s. If we then assume a record (block of data) of 1024
data words, this uses 9.21 inches of tape plus 3/4 inch for record gap. The
total time required to write this block is 6.62 x 10 -2 seconds. Dividing this
into 1024 data words, 1.55 x 104 data words can be written on magnetic tape
in one second. The three scanning speeds of the plate machine are 1200, 600,
and 300 scans per second. Each time a scan begins, an x data word is generated.
However, these occur at a fixed, predetermined rate. Subtracting the x rate
(or scan rate) from the data words per second, the remaining is the number of
transits per second the tape can accept. This can be broken down into transits
per scan. The results are shown in Table If.
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TABLE II
TRANSITS PER SCAN I_I_ FOR. _TIC TAPE AS A FUNCTION _ SCAN RATE
Scans Per Second Transits Per Scan
n,
1200 11.9
600 24.8
300 50.7
l_ta
Register #2
Register #I
Core
Memory
2048-
26 bit words
3!bits
_ape Data Register j
Figure 29: Data Collection System for One Plate
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C. Complete Data Processing Program
In order to understand how data from the star plate scanner data tapes
will be handled, a flow diagram showing a tentative method is given in
Figure 30, and discussed below.
Processing will begin by reading in blocks of data for each plate. _he
images are then constructed from this data (explained in Appendix B). Having
formed all images from both plates, the matching process is initiated over small
subsections of each stripe. These subsections are chosen so that they each
contain approximately 1000 stars. All stars are matched except perhaps those
appearing at the edge of a subsection. These may not match with anything from
the other plate because the two subsections are not precisely lined up. Again,
if troublesome star pairs appear (difficult to match pairs), they will be
temporarily set aside and only those which agree very well will be used to
compute a new set of misalignment parameters. Any pairs which are separated
by more than some preassigned value (undergone some proper motion) are not
used in this computation. These new misalignment parameters are a rotation,
a stretch in two dimensions, and a translation in two dimensions. _hese para-
meters will be applied mathematically to the stars from the older plate to
bring them into coincidence with the images from the new plate. Now the proper
motion stars (motions larger than some predetermined small value) can easily
be picked out of the collection of all plate stars. Motion stars are then
written on a magnetic tape along with all pertinent information such as plate,
celestial coordinates, and the magnitude and direction of motion.
Completing one subsection, the program moves on to the next until the
complete plate has been considered. A detailed description of the proper
motion problem and a method of solution follows.
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Figure 30:
Input data and
form images for
one stripe
Match star pairs from
plate to plate over area
with 1000 star pairs
(10 such areas)
Retain only
pairs which
agree very
wel_
Compute a new set of |
tulsalignment Iparameters
_,_, k2, b1, b_
Apply correct ions
to al.__l images
from plate 2[
Rematch all
pairs of
stars
Data Handlins--Proper Motion Machine
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Figure 30 (concluded)
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D. Plate All._t
m i
Let the vectors V, U be the position of a pair of corresponding stars
from the newer plate and older plate respectively. Suppose we are able to
rotate and translate the older plate in order to align the two stars by a
transformation of the form _ = AU + B, where
A m=
__ COS 0 sin _, B =fbl_co, \bd
where e is a rotation angle and bl, b2 are translations in two orthogonal
directions to be applied to the U coordinate system in order to bring the
vectors U and V into coincidence (no amount of plate adjustment will compen-
sate for a misalignment due to stretching, this will be taken care of mathe-
matically after initial alignment.) See Figure 31. Given a set of _i vectors
and their mates Ui, i = i, 2, ..., N, N stars from each plate, find the angle
O and the two translation parameters bI and b 2 in order to best align the two
plates (all motion as defined here will be applied to plate U, if not, use
same magnitudes but change signs and apply to plate V). Note that we only need
a single pair of stars in order to find these three parameters, and that if
more than one pair is used, there will be no unique solution since the system
of equations is overdetermined. For this reason we may consider only a '_est"
alignment in some sense; in this case, we will choose the least squares sense.
sin 8 cos b2
We may further assume % is small, say i 8 [ < 1/2 degree, then
and
sin 8 _ 8, cos 0 _ 1
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CIIg
vI = uI + 8u2 + bI
I
v2 = - guI + u2 _ b2
or vI - uI = u2 e + bI
._= - uI e + b 2
d
i -- / u2 1
d = CW where C is the 2 x 3 matrix
u I 0
e
and W = b 1
l Each star and its mate will produce a vector 7. and a matrix c..
1 1
I be arranged in the vector D and the matrix C as
71 fCl
D = 2 J CW = c.2 W
e e
\
(2N x i) (2N x 3)(3 x l)
The least squares best solution is given by
W - (CT C) -I CT D
:)
These wi II
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lNote that CT C is a 3 x 3 symmetric matrix of the form,
u2(1)
- ui(i)I
] u2 (2)
2 ' ' -2 ' " I ""u2 ' - Ul _ :
o 1 o ...1 o | • (_
1 0 1 ...0 1 J _ u2
i \ u_
w
(_i(_)2+ u2(i)2),_.u2(_)2, -_.
I_TA REDUCTION
0
1
0 1
i-I i=1 f=l
I }= u2 (i)2 N 01
__I ul(i)2 o N
I
0 o/1
This may be written
(b!)cTc-A = b Na 0 with Na=-_. u1(i)2 ,i=l
N
b- I u2(i)2
i=1
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The determinant
p = _(- a + b) - N(a 2 + b2)
and the inverse may be written
N2
A-I = I Nb N(- a + b) - a2
P
kNa -ab
The inverse is well defined except where p = 0.
(- a + b) - N(a 2 + b2) =? 0
i
i Nb - = - Na
b2 a 2
l a<O
I -b>O
N>0
- ab
N(- a+b) - b
We have been able tow-rite the inverse of CT C as a function of the sums
a and b and the number of star pairs N. A simple check of the quantities
Nb - b2 and a2 - Na will indicate the condition of the inverse. Note that if
Ul(i) and u2(i) are near I, the sums a and b are near N and all thethe
elements of the inverse are of approximately the same size. We will choose
the units then according to this criteria.
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E. Proper Motion Calculations
Let the proper motion of the ith star be given by the product of a scalar
and a direction vector ci di. Then if the star plates have been perfectly
aligned, the relation between a vector to the same star on the two plates
CU plane will be the earlier or older plate, V plane will be the new plate) is
_i = Ui + ¢idi i = i, 2, ..., N (N star pairsl (11
I these to Equation (11, w: have
Vi ffiA(U k + ¢idi I +
i Now g ,e:L N corre _pondin_ ve:be^2N .. q, unknown quantities
i ¢idi . $ILppose, h _ever, tha_
eid i = 0 and find A', _'. T_
i = I, 2, ..., N. N xl, we
tc er m, t ons
I _. ay b, epe
I wo i_ e _ati_
However, because the two plates may be misaligned, we may state only that we
are able to account for this misadjustment by some transformation of the
coordinates of one plate to the coordinates of the other. In general, this
transformation may take almost any form, however, for physical reasons, we may
assume it to be linear and consist of a combination of a stretch, rotation, and
translation. Let the stretch-rotation transformation be given by the 2 x 2
matrix A, and the translation be given by the 2 x 1 vector _. Then applying
(2)
Now given N corresponding vectors from the two plates we see that there will
be 2N + 6 unknown qua t ties involved, 4 from A, 2 from _, and 2 from each
Suppose, however, that we attempt to solve Equation (21 by setting
hen we solve (21 for the proper motion ¢idi ,
ext, temporarily discard those star pairs which appear
o have large proper otions and use the remaining pairs to recompute A, and
A
This process may be repeated if necessary until the ¢.d. stabilize
1 1
_opefully after two iterations). The parameters of interest then are
8i = tan
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A method for testing the above procedure may be considered. Generate a
set of vectors Ui, i ffiI, 2, ..., N. Choose a reasonable value for e, say
the largest proper motion anticipated. Select a set of proper motions for
approximately i/8 of the star pairs. Choose soma A and _, and form the
vectors_iwhere
_i = A(_i + ¢idi) + _ i = i, 2, ..., N.
A
m
Set ¢idi = 0 and solve for A, b. Find eidi for i = I, 2, ..., N and compare
with the known proper motion assigned. Note
_i = AUi + _i + A(eidi)
where A "I is A inverse. Provide an option to continue the process and compare
successive motions. Stop the iterative process when the proper motions
stabilize.
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VI_ TESTS AND_J_R_ENTS USING EX_EEIMENTAL TEST MODEL
This section presents results of measurements of the performance of
optical and electronic components and systems using the engineering test model.
These measurements form the basis for the parameters used in the final design
of the scanning instrument and the signal electronics.
A. Effect of Closin_Aperture on Resolution of System
The purpose of this measurement was to evaluate the effect of aperture
size change on the signal-to-noise ratio of the video output. The area
scanned was on "old" duplicate "red" plate P322; this region was known as
"Selected Area 57". It was chosen for this study because the stars in this
region have accurately documented magnitudes; one of the stars measured was
listed as me d = 20.O in the photoelectric and visual ranges. In addition to
testing whether or not the scanning system can detect a faint star, the effect
on the storage tube oscilloscope display of change in the threshold setting
shows in the shape of the images of bright stars. The threshold control is a
hand-set control which sets the percentage of the illumination level at which
the image detector trigger changes state, as discussed in Section III.B.5.
The plate used was a "red" plate duplicate. A 10.5 power microphotograph
of the section scanned is shown in Figure 32 with the scan path indicated. A
higher power photomicrograph of the m = 20 star is included to describe the
v
image and grain structure of the plate.
The oscillograms produced by this scan are shown in Figure 33. The
oscillograms labeled A were made with the aperture diameter opened wider than
the effective width of the photocathode of the 1P21 photomultiplier; hence,
both the effective spot size and shape were determined by the photocathode
rather than the aperture. Since the sensitivity of the photocathode varies
with position on the photocathode, predicting the spot size and shape in this
aperture setting is difficult. The lower trace is an expanded sweep showing
the m v = 20 star trace in detail. Note that in the upper trace the star
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B. 275 x magnification of the 20in  magnitude star in the scan 
Figure 32: Photomicrographs of SA57 From Plate P322. The coordinates 
of the ninth photographic magnitude star are: 13 hours, 
6.2 minutes right ascension 1950, and 29 39' declination 0 
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B. Effect of Changing Threshold Level of Image Detector on Number and Shape
of Star Images Detected
The purpose of this measurement was to find a threshold setting at which
stars of highest magnitude number could be reliably detected without including
photographic grain and stars of higher mangitude within the detection limits.
_he area selected for scannlng was the same as the area used for the pre-
vious measurement--SA57. In this case, the stars detected were displayed on
the screen of the storage oscilloscope. A microphotograph of the area is shown
in Figure 34 with the specific area scanned outlined in black.
Photographs of the display of the star field for various threshold level
settings are shown in Figure 35. The threshold level settings are expressed
as the percentage of transmission of light less than plate fog level. The
lower level, 30 percent, was chosen as being the level at which the m = 20
v
star could first be detected; no photographs were taken beyond 55 percent
because the number of detected targets that were not usable stars was very
large beyond the 55 percent level setting.
Comparison of the m = 9.0 star in Figures 32 and 34 with the images of
P
this star in Figure 35 show that the apparent shape of the bright star changes
as the trheshold level changes. This, as well as many observations on other
plates, indicates the value of a threshold level setting of 35 percent to 45
percent for a practical balance between reliability of detection of plate
limit stars and detection of excessive numbers of fainter stars and grain
clusters.
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mv = 15.0 appears to produce less change in transmission than the smaller star
images. This is due to the fact that the scan path did not pass directly
through the center of the image, but grazed one side. The lower trace shows
the m = 20 star on an expanded scale with I00 micron reference markers from
v
the reticle superimposed on the lower trace.
The oscillograms labelled B show the comparative traces with the aperture
diameter at its amallest opening. Calculations based on the curves of
Appendix A and Figure 6 indicate an effective spot diameter of about 22
microns. Note that changing the aperture size produces several important
effects. They are:
(1) increasing the percentage of transmission change for the faint stars
with reference to the average fog level, and
(2) increasing the percentage of transmission of the average fog level.
This is the result of the Automatic Gain Control using the peaks of the video
signal for reference. With the increase in resolution, the peaks of the grain
noise show a wider deviation from the average noise. This results in a depres-
sion of the average grain noise from the maximum transmission level. This, in
effect, offsets the advantage of higher resolution obtained when the aperture
is closed down.
Thus, with automatic gain control referenced to the peak of the grain
noise, increased resolution produces little improvement in signal-to-nolse
ratio. However, this property of the system can be improved by using a time
based average grain noise as a reference for the automatic gain control. Work
on such an automatic gain control reference is now in progress.
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F i g u r e  34: Region of SA57 Used i n  E v a l u a t i n g  t h e  E f f e c t  of A l t e r i n g  
t h e  Threshold Level  C o n t r o l .  Area d i s p l a y e d  i n  s t o r a g e  
tube  photographs of F i g u r e  35 o u t l i n e d  i n  b l a c k  
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F i g u r e  35: S t a r  Field Dis2 lays  of SA57 on Cathode Ray S t o r a g e  Tube Osc i l l o -  
scope f o r  1 - z r i o u s  Threshold Lei-e1 S e t t i n g s  of t h e  Image D e t e c t o r .  
Note t h a t  t h e  m = 20 s t a r  a p p e a r s  for all s e t t i n g s  of  t h r e s h o l d  
l e i - e l .  
l e v e l :  
and zer3 a e r c e n t  wou1d d e t e c t  Eoile. 
\7 Le1721 s e t t i n g s  a r e  expres sed  a s  Te rcen tagcs  of f i l m  f o g  
t h a t  is, 100% would d e t e c t  a l l  st21-s p l u s  background g r a i n ,  
s3 
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C. Concluding Remarks
The investigations of design parameters of the Automatic Star Proper
Motion Scanning System have shown that:
(I) The laser beam-octagonal prism microdensitometer has sufficient
resolution to detect images of stars of twentieth magnitude in the
present National Geographic-Mount Palomar Observatory Sky Survey
star plates.
(2) Analog signal processing electronics have been designed and fabri-
cated to present the star plate measurements to digital data proces-
sing equipment in a form such that the data processing equipment can
detect and document stellar proper motions.
(3) The design of the Automatic Proper Motion Scanning Machine is
complete, based on the results of investigations described in this
report.
(4) The design philosophy of the data processing system centered around
a two stage operation--measurement to magnetic tape, and magnetic
tape to computer and documentation has been worked out.
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APPENDIX A
THE EFFECT GF SCAN SPOT SIZE ON IM_E RESOLUTION
The star plate comparator may be characterized as a multichannel scanning
microdensitometer. As such, it is to be expected that the resolving power of
the system will depend critically on the effective size of the scan spot
relative to the size of the smaller star images. A highly simplified analysis
of the interaction between the scan spot and the image is presented below.
The goals are twofold. First, a model is to be developed which can be used to
estimate spot size from the experimentally observed interaction of the scan
spot with a set of images of known characteristics. Second, the general changes
in star image transmittance profiles introduced by the use of a scan spot of
finite size are to be predicted approximately.
Two major simplifying assumptions have been made. All diffraction effects
have been neglected. This would be a serious defect if it were important to
match the fine detail of the image profiles obtained with the scanner against
those found in this analysis. However, only the general limitations imposed
by finite spot size are required here. The mathematical simplifications which
result from the use of a first order model without diffraction make it possible
to investigate a large number of cases at relatively little cost. The addi-
tional assumption is that the scan spot corresponds to a flat field of illumi-
nation. This is probably satisfied quite well since the optical collection
system in the scanner looks only at the center portion of the total laser beam
striking the star plate.
To the unaided eye, the stellar images on plates taken with the 48-1nch
Schmidt camera at the Palomar Observatory appear both sharp and circular over
the entire field of view; this is one of the great advantages of this telescope.
However, on a magnified scale, the individual images are '"olurred" over a
finite region by the astronomical seeing. The grain density distribution in
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the images of faint stars is probably two-dimensional Gaussian (on a scale
which is large compared with the size of the individual grains). The trans-
mittance T is related to the local grain density G by the relation
1 log 1a ¥ = G (A-l)
where a is the average grain cross section. The transmittance profile of a
faint star image on an original plate is thus probably of the form
2/2u2
T(r) = e-a(Go e-r + GB) (A-2)
where G o is the central grain density of the image alone, G B is the "fog"
level density due to the overall background illumination of the night sky, and
r is the distance from the center of the image (a circular image is postulated).
Equation (A-2) is further complicated in the case of brighter stars where
photographic saturation is encountered or in the case of images on duplicate
plates where two or more additional photographic processes are involved.
On a still finer scale, the images are simply collections of exposed
photographic grains. Investigation on this level (resolution sharper than
two or three microns) would result in a wildly discontinuous transmittance
as the image is scanned--at least for faint images or near the edges of bright
images. In any event, the profiles of actual photographic star images are
quite complex and difficult to characterize. Indeed, the experimental infor-
mation available** for the transmittance characteristics of these images was
itself obtained with a densitometer employing a spot of finite size (30 microns
Edward J. Farrell, "Information Content of Photographic Star Images," a
paper presented at the 1965 Annual Meeting, Optical Society of America,
October 5-8, 1965, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
See Appendix llI, a proposal to the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration for an Automatic Proper Motion Survey. Department of
Astronomy, University of Minnesota.
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diameter). Thus, an image of simpler and more precisely described shape would
be advantageous for use in evaluating the performance of the scanner.
A. The Apparent Transmittance of an Opaque Circular Image as "Seen" by a
Circular Scan Spot
An image whose transmittance has the form of a circular '_ell" may be
characterized by the following equations:
T(r) _ T i r < ri,
= Tb r > ri,
(A-3)
where Ti is the transmittance within the image circle and _ is the background
transmittance outside of the images. Here "transmittance" refers to the ratio
of transmitted light to incident light for an infinitesimal spot of light; the
image is treated as continuous rather than grainy. If Ti = 0.0 and Tb = 1.0,
the image is just a round opaque dot on an otherwise clear field.
If an ideal image corresponding to Equation (A-3) were scanned by a
finite spot of light, it is clear that the scan spot would not be occulted
discontinuously but would require a finite time to disappear and reappear. Of
course, if the spot is larger than the image, it is never completely eclipsed.
If the spot has radius r and is centered at a distance _ from the center
s
of the image (at the origin), the apparent transmittance is just,
Ta(_, rs) - _ f T(r) dAspot .
rrr
s scan spot
For the image considered here, this reduces to
(A-#)
I + TbTa(_, r s) =---_ (T i - Tb) Aco m
7rr
8
(A-5)
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where Aco m is obviously just the area of overlap between the spot and the
image. A number of cases arise here and these are illustrated in Figure A.I
for r s _< r.l and Figure A.2 for rs -->r i. The distinction between Ib and Ic
(or lib and IIc) is merely a matter of convenience in the integral evaluation
2
of Acom. In Ib and lib it is easier to evaluate (nr s - Acorn); in Ic and llc,
A is evaluated directly. The integrations are all straightforward and in
tom
many cases, trivial. The results are as follows:
<_Case I, r s r i:
_a(_, r s) = Ti, 0<__<_ (ri - rs);
A' Jri2 2= T i + (_ - Ti) _ , (ri - rs) < _ < - r •
rFr -- S *
s
A 2 2
=_+_i'_b )--_' i -rs
7Fr
s
< _ < (r i + r s) ;
(ri + rs) <_ _ ;
2 -I Yo 2 -I Yo
-- - r. sin --
A' = _ Yo + rs sin rs i ri ;
Yo 2 I Yo
2 sin'l __ + r_l sin- riA = - _ Yo + rs r s
- --!iJ2 ri2 _2 2 _2 + 2 ri 2Yo 2_ + 2 rs
2 4 4 4
r - _ - r. - r .
s 1 s
(A-6)
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Case II, rs > ri:
2
r i
_(g, %) ,, _, + (Ti - Tb) ---g,
r
s
0 < _ < (r s - ri) ;
" _ + (Ti-Tb) (ri2- A--")-_12, (rs - ri) < _</rs2 - ri2;
r
s
A
" % + _i " Tb) ----_,
TTr
S
rs2 - ri2 < _ < (rs + ri) ;
% (rs + ri) <__ ;
Yo Yo
A"-- YO-rs2sln-1--+ rl2sin-I
%
Yo 2 Yo
2 sin-l+ r. sin -I -- •
A = - _ Yo + rs rs 1 ri '
Yo = 2_/2 ri2 _2 +2 r 2 _2+2 r'2 r2s I s - _4 - ri4 " r4s "
(A-7)
It is clear from inspection of Equations (A-6) and (A-7) that the
variable parts of Ta(_, rs) depend only on the difference (Tb - Ti) and on the
ratios _/r i and rs/r i. Thus, a set of 'kmiversal" curves can be generated by
choosing (Tb ffi1.0, T i ffi0.0) and plotting Ta(_/di) with ds/d i as a parameter.
The image and spot diameters (di and ds) were chosen rather than the corres-
ponding radii because it was felt that it is somewhat easier to obtain a visual
estimate of the total width of an image. A family of curves Based on
Equations (A-6) and (A-7) is presented as Figure 5 in the main text above.
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Note there that the transmittance profile degrades very rapidly for
ds/d i > I. In effect, the image is then being used to interrogate the size
of the scan spot.
B. Estimate of Scan Spot Size for the En_ineerin_ Test Model Scanner
A series of calibrated opaque circular dots on a clear field has been
prepared by Franz Ucko using photoreductlon techniques developed for semi-
conductor etching and photoetched circuit work. These images, which range
in diameter from l0 microns to 160 microns, have been observed and measured
under a microscope. Under sufflcientmagnificatlon to show distinctly the
fuzziness of a typical star plate image, the I0 micron dot appears as a sharp
round image. The plate containing the series of dots was inserted in one
channel of the engineering test model star plate machine and the x-axls
position--governed by the lead screw--was adjusted manually to give a maximmn
signal for each dot as it was transited by the flying spot scanning in the
y direction. The resultant amplified video output from the photomultlplier
is shown in Figure A.3 for six of the dots. The microscopically measured
diameters are given as di; the diameters as measured across the central
graticle line of the video trace are given as d .
V
In light of the rather crude measurements obtainable from the oscillo-
grams, the agreement between the di and corresponding dv is excellent. The
generally steep sides and sharp lower corners on the video traces of all but
the smallest dots indicate that the system detects the details of the image
with relatively little distortion. The positive going peaks on each side of
the image are probably caused by diffraction.
Figure A.4 shows apparent transmittance profiles calculated on the basis
of Equations (&-6) and (A-7) for a fixed scan spot diameter, d - 22.5 microns,
S
and image diameters corresponding to those of Figure A.3. The match between
these results is very good. Note that if d is increased to 25 microns, the
S
predicted peak of the trace for the di m 20 micron dot would come at
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d. = I0_ d = 80u; d = 84el i v
d. = 20_; d = 18_ d = 120_; d = 122_l v _ i v
d. = 40_; d = 35_ d = 160_; dl v i v
d. = diameter of opaque circular imagel
d = image diameter measured on video trace
v
= 164_
Figure A.3: Lxperimental Scans of Various Calibrated Opaque Circular Images.
The oscillograms were obtained from the amplified video output
of the photomultiplier in one channel of the engineering test
model star plate scanner. The bright dashes are derived pulses
from a reference reticle in the other channel of the scanner;
the distance between the leading edges of successive dashes
corresponds to a scan length of I00_ on the image plate.
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Ta(0, 25) = 0.36--a value somewhat too large to match the experimental trace.
On the other hand, if d s - 20 microns, the predicted peak would be
Ta(0 , 20) = 0.0--a value too small to match the observed video. Note also
that the trace for the I0 micron dot shows a very shallow pulse coming down
from the background and that the width at the base is just slightly less than
that for the 20 micron dot--the scan spot is being interrogated by the image.
Although a precise determination of the scan spot diameter from these traces
would undoubtedly require a correction for diffraction and for minute photo-
graphic edge effects in the opaque dots, the present treatment does seem to
give adequate and consistent results.
C. The Apparent Transmittance of a Star-Like Image Profile
In principle, the apparent transmittance of a star image as seen by a
finite scan spot can be obtained by carrying out the integrations in
Equation (A-4) with T(r) given by the expression in (A-2). However, the
procedure is analytically intractable. Furthermore, it is not sufficiently
certain that Equation (A-2) is correct to justify extensive and costly
numerical calculations using this form of T(r) as a basis.
The photodensitometer studies of Evensen and Mohr* provide emprlical
image profiles for the Palomar-Schmldt plates and these curves can be approxi-
mated by simple combinations of polynomials whose integrals can be evaluated
in closed form. The following functional form will be chosen, rather
arbitrarily, to represent the transmittance of a starlike image:
2
T(r) = Ti + T2r r < p,
1
See Appendix III, a proposal to the National Aeronautic and Space
Administration for an Automatic Proper Motion Survey, Department of
Astronomy, University of Minnesota.
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It is clear that the transmittance is automatically equal to Ti at r = 0
and to Tb as r -*m. One would also expect a reasonably smooth profile (on a
scale large compared with the grain size) and this can be achieved by requiring
T and its first derivative to be continuous at r = p. Thus,
and
2 1
T(p) = Tt + T2 p ffi Tb + T4-_ (A-9)
P
_rr [pdT ffi 2 T2 p ffi - 4 T_4
P
Together, these equations imply the follc_ing relations:
T2 =
2(Tb - Ti)
2
3p
(A-lO)
(Ti " Tb) 4
T-4 = 3 p • (A-Ii)
Hence,
.
TCr) = Ti + 2/3(T b - Ti) /_ , r < p
P
,
Tb + l/3CEi - Tb) P_4 " r > p (A-12)
r
The transmittance T(r) from (A-12) can be substituted into the integral in
(A-4) to obtain the apparent transmittance. The various cases which arise are
again illustrated by Figures A.I and A.2. In general, if the spot is centered
a distance _ from the image center (origin), then
d Aspot
17r s \-A- "_IA! T(r) d Aspot_ ,
(A-13)
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where A is the area of the spot in which r _p (i.e., the overlap with the
central portion of the image) and A' is the area of the spot where r > p.
Direct evaluation of Equation (A-13) when both A and A' are non-zero is not
obvious. However, Stoke's theorem,
(vxF) -n_- _. t
A C
O O
(_-_)
may be applied to transform each term from a surface integration over A to a
O
line integral around the boundary Co of the surface. The appropriate
substitutions are as follows:
4&
r Vx_= r2 k
_ --== ,q--D, , r < p; (x-15)
-
2r 3 r
r > p. (A-16)
With the transformation glven by Equatlons (A-14) with (A-15) and (A-_), all
integrals encountered in the evaluation of _-13) are changed into forms which
are listed in a typical table of indefinite integrals. The pr_edure is then
straightforward, but somewhat lengthy. It yields,
2_2 + r
2
S
Ta(_' rs) = Ti + (Tb - Ti) 2 , 0 _ _ _ (p - re);
3p
2 I p4"_" (_b-_i) -_ 2
\ S (rs "
0<__<_(r s- p);
12_ I + rs2 1 >
= Ti + (Tb " Ti) p2 +_F ,
]p - rsl < _ < (p + r );S
4
= P 2)2 'Tb " (Tb - Ti) 3(_ 2 - r
S
(p + r s) <_ _;
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F m
-I p - 2r 2 1_.._
S . L cos-
- cos 2 2 2 r
p / 2r r s
S S
+
4 2 2 4
p +5pr -6r
s s _/4 rs2 p2} 2E4 - if < [- rs;
12 pr s
F = _ 3p2 " 2_2 rs2 - rs2 2
r 2 cos 2_p
S
+
2 p4 . _i/_ - rs_(_
3(_ 2 - rs2)2 tan __r s P2
\
+ rs )2 _ .p2
- J
(5p2rs2 ' 5rs4 _ 2p4) + (4rs2 _ 5p2)_2 + _4
12p2rs2 (rs2 _ _2)
X_4p2r 2 . (p2 + r 2
S S
_ _2)2) , (A-17)
A plot of the Evensen and Mohr data for the image of an 18 th magnitude
star on an original plate is shown as the solid line in Figure A.5. These
results were obtained using a microdensltometer with a spot diameter of 30
microns (rs - 15 microns). It was also found that Tb = 0.I on a typical
original plate--i.e., the plate is heavily fogged. With these values for r
S
and Tb, and an estimate of p = 45 microns, Equation (A-Z7) was used to find
Ti. Comparison of the empirical curve with the curve resulting from
Equation (A-17) with a 30 micron spot diameter (the dashed curve in Figure A.5)
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APPARENT TRANSMITTANCE
-0.10
"0.08
• 0.06
\
MICRODENSITOMETER
0.04 TRACE OF AN 18 th
/ MAGNITUDE STAR
/
/ ...... COMPOUND POLYNOMINAL
IMAGE PROFILE FOR
'\. ../" ds'_O
\ _ .J .... COMPOUND POLYNOMINAL
IMAGE PROFILE FOR
0.02 d s = 30FL
I I I I I t I I
-80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80
DISTANCE FROM IMAGE CENTER TO SPOT CENTER (MICRONS)
Figure A.5: Compound polynomial approximation to the transmittance profile
of a photographic star image. The experimental microdensitometer
trace corresponds to the image of an 18th magnitude star on a new
original plate taken with the Palomar 48" Schmidt telescope. The
parameters for the compound polynomial image are Tb = 0.i (back-
ground transmittance) T = 0.0248 (transmittance at the image
' i
center), and p = 45 microns (the image "radius").
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reveals reasonably good agreement. The transmittance profile for a zero
diameter spot, Ta(_, O) = T(_), is also shown in Figure A.5.
@his set of image parameters (p - 45 microns, T i - 0.0248, _ - 0.I) was
then used to study the effect of varying the spot size for a given image. The
results are presented as Figure 6 of the main text. Note particularly that
the curve for ds/2 p - 0.25 corresponds to a spot diameter of 22.5 microns,
the approximate value inferred from the video profiles of the calibrated opaque
dots. The change in the transmittance profile of the star image due to the
finite size of the spot is very small.
Even near the limiting magnitude for the red plates (rared = 20) the images
have diameters of the order of 30 microns. It is clear from the curves in
Figure 6 and from the experimental results on the calibrated dots (Figure A.3)
that the scanner should have the capability of consistently resolving images
near this limit. Indeed, this system presents the possibility of varying the
scan spot size (by changing the collecting aperture) and thereby tuning for a
maximum ratio of the signal from a limiting magnitude star image to the '_oise"
from the grain background (see Figures 32 and 33 in the main text). The
scanner appears to have the necessary margin of sensitivity; investigation of
this attractive possibility is continuing.
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DIGITAL DA?_A PP.0CESSiNG ll{ _ PROPEP. 140TiOi_ SURV_Z_
_ _#.GE REC C._TS__?.UCT!0N
i o _TRO_JC TION
_"ne data processing problem for the proper __otiot_ su_--_-ey--_ndor the
assumption that the raw data represents individual transits--can be divided
into the follm_ing seven _'asks:
i. 8athering of scan data (transit coordinates) in computer compatible
fora_
2_ Transformation of data fzGm _equencial order along scan path
to group order by image;
3, _edttct!on of transit groups to _'area" and "centroid" of cortes-
pending images;
4. Pairing of igmges frc_m old and new plates;
_. Co-_,putation of pla_e-tc-plate al!g_m-ent transfo£_ation from
stars wi_h ne_llgib!e _oticn;
6. Calculation of proper mo_ic_,s;
7. De_e._ni__at!_n of ate!!ar ma_itudes for motion stars. Tasks l
through 3 constitmte a recon_t_-uc_.ion of the plate patterns in
the computer; tasks _ through 7 _eprese_t the de£ectlom _md
measur_ent of proper _ions.
it is obvioo.s that the c$!l__c£ion of r_4 transit data from the plate
i__tex-_ogation instru_nentatlon (task l) _as_ be done with a digital system
which is sufZicicm£iy fas_ _o transfer the daga f__-omthe scanner =oma S-
netic tape _;ithout bein S saturated by the ra_es e:_peeted from a _yplcai
p_a_e pair. Hc_ever, becau.oe of (1) the va_:iatlons in the data rate and
(2) the idle £?_ " "associated with plate setup, it see_= clear _ha_ the
digital portion of the real-time scanning system should otherwise be as
s_.a!l and inexpensive as ponsible, it vzou!d be very uneconomical to have
_. !ar_e, soph_sticated computer system wai_ for ds_a from the ccan_er._
Yu_tharmo_ce, a p:_'emi%_ is paid for _aehine time _.en a direct tie-i_
(instau_ turnaround) is _'equlred=
2Ym. c_tz_t with the minimal system _hich is _eslrable for transi_
da_a _._'-'_n___--_,-_:._=,_ha re ._nin_mg taok_ (2 to 7_ _hou!d be done on the large_t_
fast,st c_tez on which _i_ is available. _._-_ a_-sertion is based cn
_.'o conditions° r.irs_, the eo_puter has eumpl_te control _er its data
input ra_e (fzmm tape) and can the_'afo_'e operate very close _o its _n_i__
efficiency. Secand_ the eos_ pe_ eo_Dutatlen decreases as t_ slze and
speed of the computer system i_craases provided that the comparlson among
syste_ i8 zade when each is oparati_ at its f_!! capability.
Under certain olrcu_ances, hc_ve_, these q[_ide1_!nes may be modified°
Xn pa_iou__a2_ £here are so_m attractive alte._matives for task 2--_he
scan-re-image da_a sort. ___.erelaZ!ons of this _;_ort" problem to t_ adja-
cenz £asks--data _a£heri?_ and image reconstruction--and a p_ssih_e tech-
nique f.,T handling the so_£ on a computer al-e _he subjects c_ere4 by
the r_mmindel- of this note.
REDUCTi_
T_.e problems of _orting and grouping _he £__-anslt_ by imaBe (_ask 2)
an_ of zedud_:_ each t_nsi_ group to a s_ar ten,reid and size (task 3)
can be solved concurrent!y; e:ch n_ _ransit is absorbed in the coi-res-
pcnding partia!-i_A_.ge su___ as soon as i_ is - e:-_-p__op __) identified. .._hus,
the data is zrau=fo_._e4 di_:ec_!y f.--oma sequeL-ca of transits ordered 55"
their occuzTence al_ag _he _can path to a set of sum _._-_-p!ets
,
&
in ed-di£ion to individual stars, oaher astronomical objects wP.ieh
_ ._............. ne se_ of t_'ip!ets.
where each trip!e_ characterizes _he !cesSion am_ magnitude of a "stellar"*
]_. if the entire process of i__m_gere--Zion _ere to Be d_ne _._: digital
form a_d in real time as the data is gathered, then this direct t__ansforzati_r.
" 3
of zma scan data Into -.--_.ges is pro;_ab!y the only a,_roach ,_ich is remo£e!y
pooslb!eo Hc_-.,aver,the size end _pee_ of tl_e c_puter system required,
even for thi_ idealized pr=cedure._ appear Co be economically prohibitive.
It see_m approp._!ate, _'_herefore, to drop the zequizemen-t of r_.al-tim_
digital image fozma-tion.
Reload!on of the _a-!!ne const_-ain_s z_oves the phlrs!cal !italianises
on the time available for recoms£1-a_iP_ the images (although economic
l_mita£io=s e-e_zin). __heze are then a number of advent-ages _-o he gained
by separating the scan-to-i_age _ra--sit =or_ from _he area-centZuld calcu-
lations. _This _-_n_-_-__._.._.__p_.zeits, fo'_"ex:_le, the fo!io:_in s operation=
_.._.arpo__.: betwesn _h_ data sort and th_ _age _e=ons£_:uctloa.
.!. The _'_ge gr_up con De t_sted for =hissed" t_an_its an_ for
c_ste==__e and decay of. _.,u_. £ransi_ size as
=_._ep=out _thzough _he g._up _f transits).
0
_. Simple tents of i_sge _"hape--intended p_-Imarily Co differentiate
5etwee_. circular and non-c irc_iar ....,-_ges--_=_y be ca_-_led eu_ on
the transit srou_s. This type of testing _bvio_sly cannot be
d_.e afte%- _he data has been r_duced to cem_rcids and isophot_l
areas.
The _rsr_-_it gr_ps can be separated quick.!y according to size.
This is si_.ifican_ became the st_c£_.'e of the !a._zer images
(star ma_!Zzde m < 12) can be qui_e compSex; diffract!on splke8
and blazes _re a_og_ the m_e cc_m'_on of there s_rue_ural featt_ee°
I_ is hcpe4 that mcs£ of the _ransi+_ g--oups _ill he co_p!ete and
will represae_ slapS.e, nearly-eizcular _=ages. Ssch "_taadard" group_
_.._._be re_,ce__ _o ._-.._s'_. . as4 eantroids directly by e_loy!ns _he corre,_.
czxs_...euesum _zpres=ions:heading _"_ .
4/_
(2)
_'oup 9v.ov P (3)
The _e_m'ini:_S i_.age groups _._ill require speclal treatment. If a
_oup is mlsGing a fe_ transits (relativ_ to _he total _um'se_ in _e
_zoup) but is othe_-_i_ _e!l _e_ed (i._., :epTes_uts a n_arly circular
image) then the image cente_ and radius _ay be found by fit_in_ _he exlsc!n_
data to a cife!e in a least squares sense, A!te_ati_e!y, the missing
transits may be artificially _enerated; the augmented data (actual pl_
inferred translts) may then Be used *n Equations (I) to (3), If the da_a
fo_ a group fails to meet the criteria for a systematic variation of
t_'ansit size across the image or the si_ple s)-mmetry (circularity) checks,
then thepossibillty of ovezlappin-_ _imple images (leadin s £o "dumbbell",
t','efoi'_:,o_-"even "h!_b_ o__'de_ zhape) sh_,!d he tested. If the Eroup cannot
_e rest!red into a cet of centers of t_o or more individuml stars, then it
_h_u!d be deleted f_ the !!st with a b--lef output of itn p!are location
and _o_c cha_-acte_istlc_, Thi_ p_'c_edure _hou[d remove _ome spurious
data from the star ii_ts--infc!mmtion about c_uch objects as non-clrcular
_a,-.,x_es_ i,_regu!ar emulsion flaws, plate scratches, and asteroid _rails.
Finally, _e_es of bright stars %.._.ichare kno_a to be comp!ez a priori
can be _!ven approprizte spaclal treatment dlzectly without fi_s_ goln8
thzov_h some of the initial tests which are used to classify the smaller
The _ain observations discussed [_, zhis section _ay be s_ized
in te_m_ of the fo!Ic_;InS t_o _-_Idelines:
5la The '_aw" data should first be reassembled so chat all trans_s
coz_espond_ to a particular image m:e _rouped together before
-any further I_essing t_ attempted.
m The transit groups should then be reduced to star locations
and sizes using a hierarchy of tests destgned to distinguish
between single ete1_r Im_es_ overlapp/ng compared stellar Lmages,
and non-stellar Images. In order to conserve machine time, the
higher order (more complex) tests are to be appllea to an image
group only if it fails to meet ct£te_la whlch designates it aS
complete and nearly clrcular--an isolated star-l£ke image.
The second guideline is illustrated by the partial flow charts presented
in Figure 1.
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I!i_ P_T!01_ DE__EN _P,S!T ]X_TA COLLECTIGI_ AI_ GCAN-TO-i'C_GE TRANSIT S(_RT
_e transi_= are collected f_--om_he star plates in the order in which
they ccc_:r alcag the scan path. As _as poln_ed _u_ ebb'o, the _igital
da_a-gatherlng syctem r_t re¢e.%_ the Crane-ira from the scanner at a
var!_-/o!e rate a-_/ dL_p them out on magnetic tape st a uniform rate. The
Buffer _ich _ interposed i_L_.[ez_,the sea_n_er a-nd the tape _ust co, rain,
thor-afore, an extensive e_em_orary memo._2 and a fairly sophls;_Icated co_ol
section to _nito_ he_h che lupu_/_atput _:o this memory and t_ operat_om
of the taps uniZSo Ymdasd= the e_cutlve section must have _he control
capabilities of the central pracessor in zmali eomputer--a production
it_-_ which c_n probably Be obtained _n less £1me and at less expense than
would 5e involved in t/_e de_ and fabrication of a special purpose
executive° Eow_ver, the p_cessoz from a s_m!l c_-_2uter u,oa!(l au_c_atieal!y
include arithmetic a_-_ logical capabilities along _ith its control f_tlonso
Thus, if c_ch a co_Fu_e_ is sufficiently fast and properly organiz__d, _
may be possible to sorg the -data into image S-coups before it is d_mp_
to tape° A real-time sor_ of this fo-_n sh_Id result in a _gnif_an_
_aving in computer tlr_ on the !a_-_e system (probably the Universlty'a
na_ 6600) _h!ch is to comp!eZc the _.'educ£1cn f_om tranolt 4ate to proper
r:oti_s o
It _e__ rn!ihe!y tha*_ a _-_e!! aye,tam could u_mdertake any of the ze-
_aining _asks (3 to 7) on a ro_i t_ Basis du_ing the scan. (See _he
di_"cus_i_ns of ti_e requirements in _-956_-3, _here a large CDC 3600 is
l_catulated}° Figure 2, rhea= represents the t_._omost probable alte_natlves
for ._eparating the pr_ces_i_ tash_. The final section of _his memo
pr-_eu_z a sch='_ for soz_img the data which is largely indepen_eut of
this divlslono Hence, a s_!ac_io_ bet_een _he _des A and B in Flu,are 2
!_ not a eri_ic_! point in the system% e_velopment
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A _che_tlc repuese.nt_ion of the scan pa_ern on a star plate £8
p_es_nted in Yi_ze 3a. _e scan path along each in_ividua! seen io from
bottom to top and the scans are s_epped sequentially fr_a left to rIEht.
Each _i_e an image is E_ansl_ea (and detected)_ the fo!lo_-ing data is sent
to _'he eolleetlon syatem: 2Ylnsress(s,i), Ay(s,i), x(_,i). Here (s,i)
a_e In, lees _hieh denote, r_spectlvely, the particular _an and the
paz_:_.culaE image to _hieh the transit cor_esp_-_s. The to'_al data fz_m
each transit can b_ c_pressed Into a single t_7-bit _o_ (a Z._-blt word
is _or.e convenient fo_ exla_Ing ms_hlnes--see _-9564-3_ pa_c 6) which
_I_ be denoted _S T(s_i).
_The transits are stored into the "de%p" memory of the computer in
the s_r!al order in which they occur along _ha scan path. In a smaller
_chine, each t__ansit -_! require a numSer of computer wozds--e. 8. ,
fou-: wo_ds per tzars-it in a 12-bit _achine _uch as a C!_ 160A, _.hrce _ords
_er tl'ansi_ in a 16-blt machine su=h as a CD_ 1700, e_.-_he_ _he address
of the firs_ ,aoi_ in T(s,i) is denote_ by A(s,i). The transits w-ll_ be
stored such that these !_ an ad@/tio_al blank cump uter word foll_In s
each 7.(_i). D_.-Ing the da_a sort_ this blank word _ill be filled by a
'%halnlng" address w_icl,i gives tho loeat_,cn--probebiy A(a-_,i)--of the
t__'an_it _nich i=__ediato!y precedes T(s,i) in image i. In addltlom tO
the T's and corzospond!ng b!anl_, a ='start-of-scan" identifle_ will be
_ensed and stored ca_h _i_ a n_ scan b_gins. Figure 3b presents the
conditions in "dsep" memory after th_ ,late has been gathered from the
=c&n pastern of Figure 3a.
_Th_.org_izat_on of computer _mory durin s the scan-_o-imnse transit
sort is sho_m sch_._a_ica!!y in Figure 3c. _ae mo_mry is b._oken into _he
foi_o_Tin_ _hree tyFes of sequential flats-
!. '_eep Her_ory" _¢hich contains the raw _zans!_ data in scan path
order plus _he associated cells for image '%hain" addresses.
This !!st cacupies _he m_jo_ity of available memory space.
2o A pair of val-izble-!ength lists of partial images (P_5). The
"active _ P_ contains the mo_t recent _ransit and !_s deep memory
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Fis'a.ze 3 (C=ttiu'-_d):
c° Sche_m_ic cf Co_puter _T.ganiza_ic_ for the T_an_It Sor_ Pram Saquentlal
S_a_=_ath Oz4_ _o _a_a Gzoup_ (Chain6). Changes in £he Cc_puter Sta_e
for Sort= o_ Sca_s '_" and "s" aEe _eprasen_ed
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addS:deS _o_." each pa_la11), camplete_ image chain; the _a_its
a_e ila_e_ i_ order of £_czaasln_ eenCa_ o_-dluate. If s dauoCes
the zcan fzcm %_!ich transits are c_ren_!y 5aiu8 pEo_esse_, the
t_ancitS in the ':active n PIL will 5e of the for_ _(s-l,i) OT
T(_-2,£). Here, _=ans!_s f_cm (u-2) _;!l! occur o_ly if the
correspomding tEansit of £ _ (S-7.) vmo mlSS_.
Tee "fu_u__e" PiL cantalns transits (and addi_.sses) from _he
eL,trent 8e_n, T(s,i) or. from _he i_m_ediately previ_ scan,
T(s-l,i). The "future" -_IL from scan s h_(=es the "active"
PiL for scan _÷!; the "future" PIL fox _an s+l is _ben written
_,_e_ the o18 "acEive" PIL from scan I.
In su=m.ary, two sequeutial arrays (each of which is s_fflelently
!cn_ to abs__'b nay actlelpa_e_ pazt__a!-Ima_e List) ara se_ aside
in _amory. The "active" and "future" PIlL's then a!tez_a£e between
th_se t_;o avai!ah!e !ie_ local:Ictus, en su=cesslVe seams,
3. A llzt of coOl.ted imases which co_a_s _he "d_? m_mo_-y"
addz'es_es of the final transits eneo_._.te._ in each image..
Thes_ _dre_ses h-scorns the sza_-£!n_ points for the image chains.
For a particula= imaze _ EaCh deep m_mozy l_at/on in Its chain
Co___ai_s a tTansit f_om the !maSs and the address of the next
location in _he chain, Tee chalnln S process beck _hrou_h the
t_ansizs of an imabe tarm_ina_es _en a ':0:_next address is
encountered; t_ "O" £s store_ 4urln$ _he 8or_ when the fleet
t_ans!t of th_ image is encountered alon_ the scan path,
-_ne s_a_es o_ _hese va_ious lists fo_ three successive scans (_, z_
an-I s of _i,_e 3a) are sh_ in ._iE_xe 3_. _he process fe_ _enerati_
these stages _-s desczibe_ by _he f!_ ehart_ in Fi_re 4. These eha_ts
arc _i_)li_iad to the extent that they presuppose _hat if astaE transit
i_- detec£ed_ it _s approximately of the corr_e_ iength and po_itiun sm_
that it is no_ a¢_e__t_ into t_ or more psi-is a!_ s its lensth. HoEsve=,
the poimts at _hlch _o__e sophisticated tests may he __nser_ed are indtca_:e¢_
in the note_ on the £1Eura. The._ program a.a it st.dnds does account for
°
iso!ate_, com_lete!y-mZssed transits of an o£h____se complete l_age.
A!tho_zh the p_e_ -nan be _er_tood =o_t i_ho!'ou,?,hly by tracln8
thzouzh the fl._.7chart_ a £extua! d_sc__ipticn of the basic decision pro_eases
is _iiven be!ow. The p_.o_z,_m attempts _o match _he next unancounted-for
<un_:> tralsi_ in deep _ _" "".z_.y _ith the n-_xt u_:atched (comparison) Czanslt
in the "acti'_en parti=l-lmaZe list. This aZte_pte_/ _£ching can have
t[_:ee possible ou.tc_z_e_.
_ne
_m Th_ cent_._ of e.ha _._ transit fc!l_ bot:_:aan _ha !n_ross an_
_zes3 of the co_r!_ _nsit, The new Eyanslt is then
inter,.-_z_ete4_s the cc_tintmtlon of t,._e!_Se _o _h_ch the c_-
pnrlson _zansi_ _or_as_ondso _e a_dr_- of t1_e ccmpazls_n trsm.-
...._e n_-z £_:ansit's ehain-:_n_ address; the n.._
t_a.-.sit and its c_m ridre_s are addc_/ to th_ _f_tuze': PIL. Both
the next :_%e,J"transit on'_ the ne_t ::co_p.-_i_on" transit a_e
then _'ought up.
3. The center of the new transit fail_ aboTe the sS/ezs of _he
c_parioon tr_usit. _:is is inte_raZod as a mis=ed _-a_sit in
.the i_x-ga es_T._s?ou.Si_k_ Zo _ha e_pa_ison transi_o ,_"_ comparison
tran_!_ is _Ze=_ad "Zo c_ if a tZ_ns'.".twas _ir.se_ on _he pre%-ious
aca_ also--i.e, to saa i_ i_ u-_-_z-nu_.___._a tentati_m-end-of-i_
(TEOI) rag. If t_O successive t._aDmita are mic=ed, the image
is assumed _o be compie£= and the address of the csmparioon
transit is sent to _ha list o'Z 60mp.!_-ted "7_=ag_-s. If c_y one
_ransit has b__en _IS_-_d, a _O! tag !3 set with the comparisc_
_an_it and this transit, its add_Jess, s-,!dth_ tag a_o £._an_fe___ed
tO the "future 'n_,_'7_. The next "_cmpariscn" _ransit is then
b=o_g_zu up the "acuxve" P!L_" the saw £_ansi£ r_mains the
a_ sit'_ze it is s_i!! _uacccunt_ for .....
Those _hree -+_--- .... _..... th _ major D--it_--_-,_
b;:anchin Z nrise= _eu the e=d of .=he "activa': PiL oz the be_ning of a
ne_ ccan c_c_:u=. __ae £_eatmen_ of the=3 ccnd-ticn_!s is included in
lied until some e>q_.e%'le_Ico_i_h actual scan daza h_ been obtain_d.
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(See Fage 18 for Definitions a_d Notes)
.P"i_"_'_.o,_:_-4 (continued)
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-_la_.__ezt ent__'yfrom ]
(See page 18 for Definitions and Notes.)
Figuze 4 (conc!uded)
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Defln%ticcs:
I. T(s,i):
3, 2y(=_i) :
4.
5. "active" P!L_
6. "future" PI_=:
Dat_ from _rans!t of image i on scans
L_4_.-eseof sta=_ of T(s,i) in "dee.p=e-mo-_7"
--2yingre_." (s,i) + _y(ssi ) [X%Tice center ordinate
of transit T(s_i)]
Length of transit T(,_i)
Active llst of pa_-t!al !msges. Contains tra_s!ts
from ¢c=n =-! (and from a-2 if corr_osponding
transits frQm s-I u_ra _,,s_ed) wh.er,_ scan a is
the curL_ent scan
l_ow lls_ of partial images being Senerated from
'%etive" PZL an4 cu_-T.entscan
Cell containing cur_nt en£_7 from "active" P_L
Ten tc.tlye-en,_-of-Image
iioto I: Te_ts for se_%_nted transits should be Inserted here.
?y .-. 0 e if a _ag £orD!zced tra_its is to be placed in _he transit
data, the _oilox_in_ operation _h_;Id be insetted here:
lTote 3: "" c_z_:,l,,__e_,images may be inserted
het'e Du,',Dto t_V3 _f number e__ceeds _e_-_ ,_alueo
